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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

ON

INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS IN THE NORTH OF
IRELAND—IRON AND PEAT, &c,

DELIVERED BY

JOHN F. HODGES, M.D., F.C.S.,

On November lotk, 1875.

When the council of the society intimated to me, through our

excellent secretaries, that I had been elected to the high honour

of occupying the presidential chair, and also suggested that I

should prepare an address for the present occasion, I felt, as the

President of the British Association stated at Bristol he had felt

under somewhat similar circumstances, doubtful what subject

would be most suitable to select,

After some consideration I resolved to follow his judicious

example, and to request your attention to a subject in respect

to which, from my special pursuits and connections, I had

enjoyed particular advantages for obtaining correct information,

and which at the present day excites very great interest in every

part of Ulster.

The county in which we are assembled exhibits in its geo-

logical formations an assemblage of rocks of the highest

scientific interest, and numerous papers descriptive of their

characters are to be found in the transactions of this society
;

yet if any one, thirty years ago, had predicted that the moun-
tains of Antrim would be found to contain an inexhaustible

store ofrock salt, and that in one year 100,000 tons of iron ore of

the richest quality would be extracted from them, his statement

B
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would have been regarded as merely the wild imagining of

scientific enthusiasm. The wonderful development of the new
industry, which in the course of a few years has been created in

our neighbourhood, induces me to believe that a review of the

history of iron mining in Antrim, and also of some remarkable

industrial enterprises which preceded it in the same localities in

which it is now so successfully carried on, will be found both

interesting and instructive, and also serve as an introduction to

other contributions, during the present session, on the industrial

resources of the province.

That the method of extracting iron from native ores was

known in Ireland in the most remote times is shown by frequent

references to it in our earliest records, and by the numerous

names of localities formed from the Irish name for the metal,

iaran, pronounced " eeran," which exist in different parts of the

country. It is curious to find mentioned among the tributes

due to the King of Connaught seven times fifty masses of iron,

and Dr. Joyce, in his most interesting treatise on " Irish Names
of Places," calls attention to the remarkable circumstance that

the word for masses is coera, sheep, a sheep of iron, correspond-

ponding to the term u pig of iron" used at the present day.

Iron occurs as carbonate in the Basaltic rocks in a few locali-

ties in Antrim, and also in the forms of protoxide and peroxide

in almost every part of the Basaltic area. Both the columnar

and amorphous forms of basalt and the concretionary nodules

termed onion-stones contain from 15 to 18 per cent, of the

metal, but the quantity is too small for profitable working. In

some places, however, interstratified with the amorphous basalt,

beds rich in metal have from early times been known to exist,

though their great' economic importance has only within a short

period attracted attention.

As many incorrect statements have been published with

respect to the history of iron mining in Antrim, and as I have

had an opportunity of observing the first attempts to utilise the

ore, it may be instructive to give some account of the means by

which this long neglected source of wealth has been successfully

developed, so as to become a most important addition to our
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national Industries. Thirty-two years ago, in 1843, I was

requested by the late Mr. Crommelin, proprietor of Newtown
Crommelin, a mountain village in the parish ofDunaghy, about

ten miles from Ballymena, to examine some specimens of rock

found near the village. It was a reddish coloured, somewhat

soft rock, breaking with a conchoidal fracture. On analysis the

specimens were found to yield from 18 to 25 per cent, of per-

oxide of iron, and 21 per cent, of moisture, which could be

expelled by calcining the ore. Mr. Crommelin was most

enthusiastic with respect to the possibility of smelting this ore

on the spot by means of coke prepared from the rich carbon-

aceous turf of the district. A smelting furnace was erected at

considerable expense, and repeated trials were made to smelt

the ore. Some metallic iron was obtained, specimens of which I

have yet in my possession, but it was found impossible properly

to separate the metal from the scoriae, and the work was

abandoned. The furnace was closed, and it seemed at the

time that there was no prospect of obtaining any profitable

results from the iron ores of Antrim. It was the general opinion

that the ironstone of our northern mountains was too poor in

metal to be employed in smelting. Yet in the same district in

which this unsuccessful attempt was made, and at no great

distance from the beds of poor ore, there existed those immense
stores of rich metalliferous rock which remained for twenty-four

years after Mr. Crommelin's experiments without their value

being recognised. Pieces of heavy metallic looking rock had

before this time been brought to the proprietor of the adjoining

district, the late Mr. Edward Benn, whose name is well-known

in connection with our local charitable institutions. At his

request I made a number of analyses of these specimens, the

result of which proved beyond all doubt that an iron ore of the

most valuable description existed in the Glenravel Mountains.

Some of these analyses attracted the attention ofan enterprising

English gentleman, the late Mr. James Fisher, who had an

interview with Mr. Benn, who, to encourage him to investigate

the extent of the mineral beds, gave him permission to open up
the mountain sides, and to raise ore at the nominal rent of ^°io
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per annum. Such was the beginning of iron mining in Antrim.

It is true that carbonate of iron, which resembles the celebrated

blackband of the Clyde iron field, had for many years been

raised in small quantities at Ballycastle, and that a weak iron

ore, known as the " Belfast Aluminous Ore," had for several

years been worked with profit by Dr. Ritchie at Ballypallady

and other places near the Northern Counties Railway, and ex-

ported to the North of England and to Wales, not as a source

of metal, but to serve as a flux in smelting rich ores ; the large

quantity of alumina, in some samples amounting to more than

half of the weight of the ore, rendering it of great value in the

blast furnace, when silicious red haematites are worked. It was

not, however, until Mr. Fisher commenced his operations that

our mountains were made to yield ironstone of the richest

quality, equal in value to the best ores of Cumberland and

North Lancashire. The locality in which Mr. Fisher made
his first trials is about ten miles from Ballymena, and the same

distance from Cushendall, where, on the property of Mr. Benn,

the mountain named on the Ordnance maps Slieve na Neerin

rises to the height of 1,800 feet above the sea. The ancient

name of this basaltic elevation was " Slieve na Eerin," or the

mountain of iron, a name which is still applied to it by the old

inhabitants, and reports that surveyors working on it found the

compass disturbed, suggested, even before the discovery of its

valuable ores, that in remote times its name may have been

derived from the knowledge that it was rich in iron.

The stratum of ironstone which Mr. Fisher opened up is

situated about 900 feet above the sea level. It was found to

possess an average thickness of twenty inches, in some places

expanding to three feet, and consists of an easily quarried mass

of rich, red-coloured rock, in which are imbedded nodules of

peroxide and protoxide of iron. These nodules, which are

characteristic of pisolitic iron ore, vary in size from a pin's head

to that of a hazel nut, and, mixed with the red ore, are occasion-

ally found large, brittle masses, of a brownish and sometimes

almost black colour. Some of the black masses consist of loosely

aggregated particles, having a bright metallic lustre. The dark



brown ore I found to be highly magnetic, and parts of the black

metallic-looking ore were also magnetic. For so far, the rich

ore has been found only at a considerable elevation above the

sea. The best qualities yield from 50 to 60 per cent, of metallic

iron, while under the rich seam a poor ore is found in beds of

from four to six feet in thickness, and yielding from 20 to 25

per cent, of iron. One of the first analyses of the rich,, ore,

which was made by me in February, 1867, showed it to possess

the following composition

100 parts consisted of

Peroxide of iron,

Alumina

Lime ...

Oxide of manganese

Silica ...

Moisture and water of com
bination

82-50—capable of yielding 57 7*10

4*20 parts of metallic iron.

0-83
1-67

8-90

1.90

IOO'OO

It also, I found, contained titanic acid and vanadic acid. The
rare metal vanadium, before this analysis of our Antrim rocks,

had not been known to exist in Ireland except in combination

with lead, in a portion of ore from the south of Ireland, received

many years ago by the late Professor Thomas Thompson, of

Glasgow, from Pat Doran, the well-known veteran mineralogist,

whose labours have contributed so much to the discovery of

rare minerals in this country. For the first two or three years

the ore was obtained by stripping the surface of the moun-

tain, but at present it is raised by adits driven into the beds.

At the time Mr. Fisher commenced work plenty of men could

be got at 7s a week. Now a labourer with three months' prac-

tice at mining can earn underground from 15s to 20s, while

outside men earn from 13s to 14s weekly. Some idea of the

extent of the operations at the Glenravel Mines may be formed

from the statement which Mr. John Fisher, who has succeeded

his father in working the mines, has kindly furnished to me.

In 1873 he informs me that he shipped 24,699 tons of ore, and
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altogether since the mines were opened, 140,000 tons. The
success which attended Mr. Fisher's operations led to the in-

vestigation of the quality of the ore in other localities, and since

1867 several mines have been successfully opened up in other

districts, and a large amount of capital applied to the develop-

ment of this new industry. At the present time the Antrim

Mining Company, chiefly composed of gentlemen connected

with the county, are working at Cargan, on the Glenravel pro-

perty, and have also mines opened in numerous places over a

great extent of country from Broughshane to Glenarm. The
Parkmore Iron Ore Company and the Evishacrow Iron Ore

Company are at work at the head of Glenravel. The lofty hills

which bound the picturesque valley of GlenarifT are resounding

with the pickaxes of the Ballymena, Cushendall, and Red Bay

Railway Company. Mr. Thomas Fisher and Mr. Postlethwaite

are working profitably at Shane's Hill, near Larne ; ore of good

quality has also been raised at Coneen, at Knockboy, at Port-

rush, and in our own neighbourhood, near Carrickfergus. It is

calculated that for the last two years more than 100,000 tons of

iron have been shipped from the North of Ireland. In the

Glenravel and Broughshane districts there are at present about

700 men employed in the mines, earning in wages about^i,ooo

weekly. At the commencement of the works considerable diffi-

culty was experienced in obtaining competent workers, but it

was found that a very -short time was sufficient to convert the

ordinary farm labourers of the district into excellent miners,

able to pick from two to three tons of ore daily. A pleasant

feature of mining in Antrim is the safety and facility with which

the work is conducted. The ore is usually found cropping out

in horizontal layers under a firm basaltic rock, which forms a

safe roof to the adits, requiring but a small outlay for timber,

which in English mining is a heavy item in the cost of working.

A great obstacle to the progress of the work hitherto has been

the difficulty of the transit to the shipping places ; but mineral

railways are now penetrating into the formerly secluded glens,

and harbours are being constructed to afford accommodation for

the increasing trade, and in a very short time it is expected

there will be a greatly augmented export of ore.
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The North of Ireland is, therefore, likely to become a great

mining district, and again, as in earlier times, furnaces for

smelting ores may be erected in Antrim and Derry. It is a

singular fact that, two centuries ago, iron ore was brought from

Lancashire and smelted, by means of wood charcoal, within a

few miles of Belfast, and the manufactured iron exported to

England. Dr. Boate, in his Natural History of Ireland, speaks

of the importance of our iron trade in the 17th century, and

describes the various kinds of ore found in Ireland. He states

that Sir Charles Coote alone, in his iron works, employed no

less than 2,500 men. It seems that in Ulster the iron smelters,

in ignorance of the rich ores lying around them, worked with

English ores. Thus, he remarks, " there have been erected

divers iron works in sundry parts of the sea coasts of Ulster by

persons who, having no mines upon or near their own lands,

had the ore brought to them by sea out of England, which they

found better cheap than if they had brought it by land from

some of the mines within the land." Iron " bloomeries," as

the smelting furnaces were called, existed in several places in

this province 200 years ago. There were extensive ironworks

at Forge Bridge, near Draperstown
;
there were bloomeries at

Randalstown ;
and in our own neighbourhood, at Old Forge,

and New Forge, and at Whitehouse. And the great woods

which then covered so much of the country afforded for a long

period abundant material for the manufacture of the charcoal

required for smelting the ores. The destruction of the forests

to prevent their serving as places of defence and refuge for the

" wild wood kernes" served to diminish the supply of fuel, and

after a time it was found necessary to abandon the manufacture

of iron. An Act of the Parliament of Ireland, in the reign of

William III., shows how complete, from various causes, was the

exhaustion of wood, as it states that, by the late rebellion in

this kingdom, and the several iron works formerly here, the

timber was utterly destroyed. It is curious how the failure of

the supply of wood had at one time threatened the existence of

the iron trade of England. Up to the beginning of the seven-

teenth century charcoal was the only fuel used in the English
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furnaces
;
and had not the art of making iron with pit coal been

discovered, the trade could never have attained its present mag-
nitude. For many years Dudley laboured in vain to induce

the ironmasters to substitute coal for charcoal
;
and it was not

until 1 7 13 that Abraham Darby succeeded in convincing them
that it could be successfully employed ; and when it was ren-

dered certain that coal coke could take the place of wood
charcoal, a complete revolution was effected in the manufacture,

and the coal districts of England became, and continue up to

the present time, the chief localities of the iron trade. In that

district in the County Antrim now so busy with the raising and

transport of iron ore, some attempts were made a number of

years ago to introduce other new industries calculated to give

employment to the people, and to develop the resources of the

country. These speculations were unsuccessful, but their his-

tory is full of interest.

The immense importance of any feasible plan of converting

to purposes of utility even a portion of the mass of material

which at present exists almost unemployed in the two millions

eight hundred and thirty thousand acres of turf that blacken so

much of the fair surface of Ireland will be at once acknowledged
;

and the announcement by Lord Ashley, which, about twenty-

five years ago, startled the House of Commons, that a means

had at length been discovered of extracting from the hitherto

unproductive beds of peat an unlimited supply of material

superior to tallow, which would render them as valuable as

Californian -diggings, excited, as might be expected, great public

attention. Unfortunately, however, it turned out that the

honourable member was rather extravagant in his statements of

the great advantages which had been, as he affirmed, obtained

from the transmutation of Irish peat into spermaceti ; and

many wise and witty people, both scientific and unlearned, con-

ceived that they were justified in pronouncing the whole state-

ment a mere " Irish tale." The bogs, though not so rich in fat

as report represented, were, however, found capable of yielding

to science many valuable products, and even though the attempts

to extract these substances for commercial purposes failed to
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prove remunerative, the experiments which were made were of

singular scientific interest. It is unnecessary to give, on the

present occasion, any account of the history of the new methods

for utilising peat to which I allude, further than to state that

they originated in researches made in the laboratory of M.
Pelouze, a distinguished French chemist, and that a patent was

secured for them in this country by Mr. Rees Recce, who had

conducted the investigations under his directions. It may,

however, be necessary, for the information of some of those pre-

sent, briefly to describe the characters of some of the products

which it was the object of the manufacture to obtain from peat,

ist. Parafjine, a remarkable product of the destructive distillation

of vegetable substances, which was so demonstrated by Professor

Reichenbach, who in 1830 discovered it in beechwood tar. It

has since that time been examined by several chemists, and new
sources and applications of it have been discovered. The speci-

men of it on the table will show its appearance as obtained from

peat. It burns with a clear flame, and gives out scarcely any

odour, and, as most of you are aware, is at present largely em-

ployed in the manufacture of candles. 2nd. Sulphate ofAm-
monia.—The value of this salt as a source of ammonia in various

manufacturing operations is well known. It affords the manure

manufacturer the chief supply of ammonia for the preparation

of his fertilizers. In the liquid obtained in the distillation of

peat, ammonia was found to exist in considerable quantity, and

it was proposed, by combining it with sulphuric acid, to convert

it into the same solid and portable form in which it is offered

for sale by those who prepare the sulphate, as the compound is

termed, from gas liquor. 3rd. Acetic Acid—the well-known

acid of vineg;ar, which it was proposed to prepare for the use of

the calico printer. 4th. Wood Spirit—the important liquid

product usually obtained by the distillation of wood. These

substances, which it was the object of the new method to obtain,

it may be well to mention, do not exist ready formed in peat.

They cannot be separated by any mechanical process, as we, ex-

tract starch from potatoes or grains. As alcohol cannot be

detected in an infusion of unfermented sugar, so none of these
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are to be found in peat until a chemical change has been pro-

duced in the arrangement of its elements. In the saccharine

liquor of the brewer and distiller, the elements of sugar are

made to arrange themselves to form alcohol by the action of a

ferment. In the new manufacture the chemical substances

that I have mentioned were formed by a new arrangement of

the elements of which peat is composed, and which takes place

when that vegetable matter undergoes what the chemist terms

destructive distillation. The possibility of obtaining from peat

the substances that I have described was and is undoubted. A
great mistake was committed in the transference of the works

from Antrim to Kildare, and the substitution of the poor turf

of the Bog of Allen for the rich bituminous peat of the Glen-

ravel mountains. The amount of oil and paraffine and other

products obtained at Athy fell far below the produce of the

Antrim peat. The work in the Glenravel district was but a

preliminary experiment, and was intended to be succeeded by a

manufactory on the largest scale. After many previous labora-

tory experiments, in which I demonstrated that the pure heavy

black peat of the Antrim mountains was well adapted for

the purpose, a furnace for distillation was erected in 1850,

large quantities of turf were cut, and great employment was

given for a time to the people. The spermaceti-like sub-

stance paraffine was then but little known, and its prepa-

ration from turf excited more than ordinary interest, and

the promoters of the manufacture persuaded themselves that

a mine of wealth lay buried in our Irish bogs. Some of

those present may perhaps remember an exhibition of the

products obtained from the peat of Antrim by the patentee,

Mr. Reece, and also a lecture 011 the manufacture which I de-

livered before this society.* So much interest in the subject

was excited at the time that scientific men from almost every

Continental State were attracted to Antrim, and Lord Claren-

don, then Lord Lieutenant, directed Sir Robert Kane and Dr.

* The first Paraffine candles e/er made were manufactured from Paraffine produced

from Irish peat long before Paraffine was seen or known elsewhere than as small

specimens in chemical laboratories.

—

Wagners Technology, p. 630.
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Sullivan, now President of Queen's College, Cork, to investigate

the value of the new process. A company on a very large scale

was formed, founded mainly on the results of the experiments

made in the County of Antrim. Great . bogs were taken in the

Queen's County, huge buildings were erected, but after working

for a little time, at a very serious loss, the undertaking was

abandoned. The general causes of the failure of the manufac-

ture may be stated in a few words. In the first place, the

products were obtained by a process too complicated and costly

;

the raw material was bulky, the result not by any means com-

mensurate with the expense of procuring and manufacturing it.

And in the second place, which was the most obvious and im-

portant cause of the total annihiliation of the manufacture, it

so happened that other sources of supply for the promised

products opened up about the same time, from which they could

be obtained with much less difficulty and in much greater

quantities. The distillation of shales, of boghead coal, the

petroleum of Burmah, the oil springs of America, the asphalte

of Trinidad, and the discovery of paraffine ready formed in the

mineral named ozokerite, found in Galicia, and in other mine-

rals, extinguished the expectations of the peat speculators in

Ireland.

The speculation next to be noticed was also undertaken in

the mining district of Antrim. Like the production of valuable

commercial products from peat, it was equally original and new
in the country. It was also a process of distillation founded on

chemical knowledge. It was, in fact, to produce alcohol from

potatoes, in the manner long well-known and practised to

advantage in many Continental countries. The chief intention

in this case was to make the manufacture subservient to agri-

cultural improvement. It must be recollected this project was

orginated before the potato disease had appeared in the country.

The projector of the manufacture, the owner of a large uncul-

tivated property, but capable of vast improvement, imagined

that by getting up on the spot a market for the unlimited

purchase of potatoes, an all-sufficient stimulus would be created

for their extended growth, the cultivation of that crop being
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regarded as the most suitable for breaking up land the first time,

the most congenial, also, to the ideas and habits of small Irish

farmers, their excuse hitherto for not doing so being that it

would be useless to attempt it in a place where there was no

market for the crop. The ease with which potatoes were raised

in unbroken land, abounding with vegetable matter and not

encumbered with very many stones, and where men in crowds

were willing to work at from lod to is per day, greatly im-

pressed the mind of the proprietor. He also knew that the

refuse or waste of potatoes after the spirits were extracted would

give the people feeding for their pigs and cattle at a very low

price, and, under distillery operations, in quantities of which

they had no conception. It is unnecessary on the present oc-

casion to illustrate these views further than to mention, as

general axioms, that potatoes yield about half the quantity of

alcohol, weight for weight, which grain produces
;

that the

refuse resulting from a low-priced material is, in proportion to

its original cost, much more valuable than that obtained from

corn or grain, the usual source of supply in this country for the

same purpose, and in this point of view the enterprise, economi-

cally and socially, was no less desirable than important. The
projector of the scheme very justly conceived that if he could

unite with the production of spirits the extension of the arable

surface of his own property and that of others around him
through the medium of a greatly enlarged potato culture, thus

preparing the land in the most effectual manner for the pro-

duction of corn, hay, and improved grass, he would have origin-

ated a most valuable plan for the improvement of the country.

His reasoning was sound, and the prospect of success every way
favourable. He accordingly commenced operations, erected a

large distillery, and succeeded in making in the course of some

time more than one hundred puncheons of potato spirit. Like

the distillation of peat, however, the production of spirit from

the potato was obliged to be abandoned, not from any miscal-

culation with respect to the produce, or any difficulties in the

process. On the contrary, there was every reason to believe

that the manufacture would have been most successful. What
?



then, were the causes of its failure ? First, the Excise authorities

decided, after much corespondence and deep consultation, it may
be presumed, that the sanguine, most intelligent and enterprising

person who was doing what he believed would lead to great

benefits in an agricultural and economic sense, had actually been

proceeding altogher illegally, inasmuch as he was not making

spirits from potatoes only ;—that little particle only having in

this relation an absolutely potent and vital influence. He
was absolutely using a small portion of germinating barley

malt, about one twenty-fifth part the weight of the potatoes, to

saccharise or convert into grape sugar the starch contained in

them. The starch which forms so large a proportion of wheat,

barley, potatoes, and other crops, is not by itself capable of un-

dergoing fermentation so as to yield alcohol. It must first be

converted into sugar. During the germination of the cereals a

substance rich in nitrogen is formed, by the agency of which

the insoluble starch of the grain is converted into soluble and

fermentable sugar. The addition of a portion of germinated

grain or malt is essential to the preparation of the distiller's

mash. Now, this substance is not found in the germinated

potato, so that it is necessary for the conversion of the potato

starch into sugar, so as to prepare it by fermentation for distil-

lation, that a portion of malt should be added to it, as was done

then, and is done now, by the distiller from grain for the same

purpose, and any man of ordinary understanding would believe

that the application of this malt to his cups and lumpers would

be as much approved of and facilitated as it was in preparing

the barley and oats, which formed the staple material in great

distillery works in towns. Let it be remembered that the malt

so used was a duty-paid article, as the knowledge of this fact

crowns the edifice of stupidity and absurdity then existing in

high quarters. The word only was probably an accidental or

unthought of introduction into an Act of Parliament
; but in

this case it was the lion in the path, and effectually arrested the

progress of the new industry. The work was suppressed, the

distiller was fined ^"ioo for using the duty-paid malt, and the

premises, which, with the various expenses attending their con-



struction, had cost several thousand pounds, went to ruins. It

may be remarked that since this event, so humiliating to the

Government of the day, the law has been entirely changed.

Spirits may now be made in this country from all kinds of mix-

tures, and grain of every kind, malted and unmalted, foreign

and of home growth, molasses, sugar, potatoes, beet, roots of

every kind, all in union. The word only has been blotted out

from the revenue vocabulary
;
and, besides all this, the malt

now used in the manufacture of spirits is, when so used, literally

and by law duty free. There are, therefore, at the present time,

no Excise difficulties to prevent the manufacture ofwhisky from

Irish potatoes ; but the manufacturer has to contend with a

special difficulty always in operation—that is, the uncertain

nature of the potato crop. It cannot be relied on as cheap and

abundant every year, and its low value almost forbids transport

from any considerable distance.

I wish now to request your attention to another attempt to

introduce into the country a manufacture which also was tried

in the Glenravel district, and also proved entirely unsuccessful.

This was to prepare peat so that fuel of the most valuable kind

could be procured throughout the year at a low price. The im-

mense store of combustible materials contained in the peat of

this country has at various times led to the trial of plans for

rendering it available for technical purposes, and much inge-

nuity has been exercised in the invention of machines by which

its density might be increased and the large amount of water

which it contains removed. It occurs, as you are aware, in two

conditions in this country—as a light porous substance, exhibit-

ing in the vegetable fibres which constitute a large portion of

the mass, evidence of its origin, and as a heavy black mountain

peat, close in texture and rich in bituminous matter. Even
when dried by exposure to the air, the best descriptions of peat

contain so much moisture as greatly to lessen its calorific value,

and in this country, where the annual fall of rain amounts to

36 inches, the difficulty of rendering it even moderately dry has

presented insurmountable obstacles to its utilisation as a sub-

stitute for coal. Extravagant statements are occasionally made
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with respect to the value of peat as compared with coai. Now,

the calorific value of any fuel, or its heating power, depends

upon the amount of carbon and hydrogen which it contains,

and which, by entering into combination with oxygen supplied

by the atmosphere, evolves heat. It is known that hydrogen,

when burned, evolves three times the amount of heat produced

by an equal weight of carbon. By comparing, therefore, the

elementary composition of turf, as shown by analysis, with that

of other fuels, and taking carbon as unity, and multiplying the

amount of hydrogen by three, and adding the units of heat

which it represents to the amount of carbon present, we can

estimate the calorific value of the fuel. But when, as in peat,

in addition to the two elements mentioned, we have also a con-

siderable amount of oxygen, the actual value of the fuel is

lessened in proportion as that oxygen renders ineffective and

useless an equivalent amount of the two combustible elements.

In peat completely deprived of moisture we find so much as 32

per cent, of oxygen, and only 60 per cent, of carbon, while

average samples of English coal deprived of moisture yield from

78 to 84 per cent, of carbon, and only from 4 to 10 per cent, of

oxygen. When it is recollected that air-dried peat, even in the

best seasons, contains from 25 to 30 per cent, of water, and that

this water must be driven off at the expense of the combustible,

the serious difficulties to be encountered in the employment of

this fuel for manufacturing purposes will be at once intelligible.

It was hoped that by converting the peat into pulp, by the

employment of Clayton's pulping machine, and moulding it into

bricks, which were to be dried on frames, a superior fuel could

be obtained. Considerable works for this purpose were erected,

and a beginning was made, fuel of superior quality was certainly

produced, heavy, black, and compact, but the drying in open

sheds could not be effected with sufficient speed to render the

work profitable, and the hope of any continuous work at all

seasons of the year by the means adopted had to be given up.

When this attempt was recently made in "County Antrim, there

was also one other at least, and perhaps more, in other parts of

Ireland, and some in Scotland, all stimulated by the excessive
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price of coals which prevailed two or three years ago. All

produced fuel to a small extent, but wanting the elements of

cheapness and quantity, they have never been able to compete

with coals at the usual prices to which they come when all

exceptional causes for their overvalue are withdrawn. Peat

fuel, which has only about two-thirds of the calorific value, must

be cheaper than coals before it can be made to serve for manu-
facturing purposes. It is a proper subject for further experi-

ment, and is deserving the careful study of the members of this

society. If any means of rendering it available for smelting our

iron ores could be discovered, an immense impulse would be

given to the iron industry ; and when we know that it is used

by iron manufacturers in several places in Germany, in Sweden,

and in Russia, we may hope that it may yet be found possible

to smelt our ores with native fuel, and, as in the time when
cargoes of Irish iron were exported from Waterford and Limerick

to London, furnaces for smelting may again be in operation in

this country.

It is with a feeling of pride, but, like all earthly things, with

a tincture of melancholy, that I address you on the present

occasion as President of this society. I remember as clearly as

the thoughts of yesterday, how, nearly forty years ago, I, then

a student of a Scottish College, during the vacation attended a

meeting of this society, introduced as a visitor by my late

brother-in-law, Edward Benn, to whose name I have had so

frequently to refer this evening. William Thompson, our

accomplished naturalist, in whose company before that time I

had pleasant botanical rambles round the coast of Down, then

occupied this chair which it is now my lot to fill. The meeting

was a crowded one. My friends—and in after years colleagues—

Drs. Stevelly and Carlisle, occupied these benches. Robert

Patterson, George Hyndman, James M'Adam, Isaiah Steen, and

several other members, who, like them, have finished their

work, were in their places. I remember how the young student,

fresh from the schools, ventured to say a few words when, as is

usual with us at the conclusion of the paper, the strangers were

invited to express their opinions, and how he felt gratified in
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being kindly noticed by the President. The meeting here so

long ago comes vividly before me on the present occasion. I

seem to speak among the shadows of the past, and whilst I look

upon Pattersons, Steens, and others of a new generation, I can-

not but feel that years have passed, and that many friends of

my youth, and many who sympathised with my labours in after

years, are no longer among us. We have still, however, left to

us some of those by whose efforts, year after year, the position

of this society has been ably sustained, and should I require

support in the duties which the office of President imposes upon

me, you have Vice-Presidents well qualified to supply my
deficiencies, and upon whose valuable co-operation I confidently

rely. We have lost the assistance of our distinguished member
and former President, Wyville Thomson, who has been reaping

rich harvests of discovery from the depths of ocean ; but from

the active band of field naturalists, who have already done so

much to advance our knowledge, we expect many new achieve-

ments, which in the year to come will still further extend the

reputation of this society.

C
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ist December
, 1875.

Professor Everett, D.C.L., in the Chair.

A Paper was read by Joseph John Murphy, Esq., on

THE GLACIAL CLIMATE AND THE POLAR ICE-CAP.

In the present paper I purpose to show how far I agree with, and

where I differ from, Mr. Croll as to the views on the cause of the

glacial climate set forth in his work on " Climate and Time."

Mr. Croll's conclusions may be stated in the three following-

propositions :—
1. A glacial period occurs when the excentricity of the earth's

orbit is at a maximum, and the solstices fall when the earth is

in perihelio and in aphelio.

2. Only one hemisphere, the northern or the southern, has a

glacial climate at the same time.

3. The glaciated hemisphere is that of which the winter

occurs in aphelio.

I agree with Mr. Croll as to the first two propositions, but

differ as to the third. I believe that the glaciated hemisphere

is that of which the summer occurs in aphelio : and that the

glacial climate was not one of intense cold, but one of cold

summers, with a small range of temperature :—in four words,

not Siberian but Fuegiun.

The excentricity of the earth's orbit is at present too small to

have much effect on the seasons, but it needs no proof that this
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effect must be considerable when the excentricity is great. It

is also evident that the effect of any given degree of excentricity

will be greatest when the sun's maximum and minimum
distances occur at midsummer and midwinter :—in other words,

when the solstices fall in perihelio and in aphelio.

Either solstice coincides with the perihelion or aphelion once

in about 21,000 years : so that if, as is nearly the case at present,

the northern midwinter falls in perihelio and the southern in

aphelio, at the end of half this period, or 10,500 years, the

northern midwinter will fall in aphelio and the southern in

perihelio.

The degree of excentricity is subject to considerable fluctua-

tions extending over periods very much longer than 21,000

years. "According to the calculations of Leverrier, the superior

limit of the earth's excentricity is 0*07775. Lagrange's deter-

mination makes the superior limit 0*07641 . Recently the

laborious task of re-investigating the whole subject has been

undertaken by Mr. Stockwell, of the United States. He has

taken into account the disturbing influence of the planet

Neptune, the existence of which was not known when Leverrier's

computations were made, and he finds that the excentricity of

the earth's orbit will always be included within the limits of o

and 0-0693888."*

For facility of calculation where minutely accurate results as

to temperatures are unattainable, I take the maximum excentricity

at 0"o69. The following tabular statement shows the sun's

mean, perihelion, and aphelion distances at the present and at

the maximum rates of excentricity : the ratios of the same, and

the ratios of heat received by the earth at each distance.

At present. At maximum excentricity.

Sun's distance in miles.

Mean,

Perihelion,

Aphelion,

91,400,000

89,864,000

92,936,000

91,400,000

85,093,400

97,706,600

'

* Croll's " Climate and Time," p. 54
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At present. At maximum excentiicity.

Ratios of distance.

Mean, I -ooo I -ooo

Perihelion,

Aphelion,

.0-983

1-017

0-931

1*069

Ratios of heat received.

Mean, 1 -ooo 1 -ooo

Perihelion,

Aphelion,

1-035

0-967

I-I54

0-875

The sun's aphelion distance at present occurs in the summer

of the northern hemisphere : so that if, as I maintain, glaciation

was the result of a cold summer due to the remoteness of the sun,

the glaciation of the northern hemisphere has to be accounted

for by the heat received by the earth during the northern

summer being less than at present in the ratio of 0-875 to 0-967,

equal to '905 to 1000, or nearly a tenth less.

It must be observed that the " ratios of heat received" are

not for the totals of the half years, but only for the midsummer
and midwinter days. They are maxima and minima, not

averages. The total amount of heat received by the earth is

the same for the summer and winter halves of the year,

—

meaning by half of the year, the period from equinox to equinox,

—in consequence of the perihelion, or warmest, part of the year

being also the shortest.

The following attempt to estimate the effect on terrestrial

temperatures of these differences of heat received is by almost

the same method as Mr. Croll's.

The temperature of space, (which may perhaps be best denned

as that which would be indicated by a thermometer held in the

shadow of the earth and beyond its atmosphere) is estimated by

Herschel and Pouillet at about —239
0
Fahr. Mr. Croll takes

the mean annual temperature of the globe at 5 8°, which cannot

be far wrong. The mean temperature of the globe is then 29

7

0

above that of space, or say 300
0

:—in other words, the tempera-

ture of the earth's surface is about 300
0
higher than it would be

in the absence of the sun. If then the amount of solar heat
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received by the earth is diminished in the ratio of 0*905 to rooo,

the temperature due to the sun should be diminished in about

the same ratio, or from 300
0
to 271-5°—say by 28 degrees.

This estimate makes no pretension to accuracy, but it is

probably nearly enough true to give an idea of the magnitude

of the effect. In one way it is taken much too high. There

would not be time to attain the result : the remoteness of the

sun when at aphelion distance would not have nearly so great

an effect on climate as if his distance were permanently increased.

But on the other hand we have every reason to believe that the

temperature of space must be far below —239
0

,
and the greater

is the difference between the temperatures of the earth and of

space, the greater will be effect of any variation in the sun's

distance.

The hemisphere which has its summer in aphelio has its

winter in perihelio : and the winter temperature will be raised

by the nearness of the sun, about as much as the summer
temperature is lowered by his remoteness : so that the annual

range of temperature will be greatly diminished, without the

mean temperature being necessarily altered at all :—I believe it

will be lowered by reason of the accumulation of ice : but this

may be left out of account for the present.—If then the summer
is cooled by 28° and the winter warmed by as much, so that

the effect on the annual range will be 5 6°, this will be enough

to destroy the present difference between winter and summer in

all except the most extreme climates. According to Mr. Keith

Johnston, jun.,* there are only three regions of the earth where

the range is more than 60 degrees : these may be roughly

defined as Siberia with Central Asia ;—-part of North America

with Baffin's Bay and part of Greenland ;—and Lapland.

In the following tabular statement, I assume the perihelion to

occur at the midwinter of the northern hemisphere, which

under those circumstances I believe to be the glaciated one.

The parallel columns describe the climates of the world at the

two solstices.

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Session 1868-69.
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Maximum excentricity :—-perihelion in the northern winter.

When the earth is When the earth is

in perihelio. in aphelio.

The northern hemisphere The northern hemisphere

has a mild winter. has a cool summer.

The equatorial region The equatorial region

has its hot season. has its cool season.

The southern hemisphere The southern hemisphere

has a hot summer. has a cold winter.

It is thus seen that the southern hemisphere has an extreme

annual range of temperature, while that of the northern hemi-

sphere is very small : and not only so, but the effect of the

equatorial hot season will spread far into the northern hemi-

sphere, placing the warm season in the winter. This reversal

will probably not extend to the pole :—the summer there will

still be warmer than the winter :—but the line of no annual

range, where summer and winter are alike,* instead of being, as

now, near the equator, will be perhaps near the Arctic Circle.

If this is the case, the excentricity will be a little too great for

the maximum of glaciation. The most favorable condition for

glaciation is, probably, that where the line of no annual range

is at the margin of the polar ice-cap.

The statements in the above tabular form would probably be

accepted by all as self-evidently true, if they applied to a globe

having its entire surface occupied by land, so that the subject

of climate was not complicated by the thermal effects due to

evaporation, condensation, freezing and melting : and Mr. Croll

in that case would not have propounded his strange paradox,

that the mean temperature of the entire earth is higher when
in perihelio than in aphelio at maximum excentricity. The
principles laid down above, however, are not physical but purely

astronomical : and we have now to trace their physical results.

* The line of no range is taken by Mr. Keith Johnston, jun., in the paper referred

to above, as that where the mean temperatures of July and January are the same. It

is not probable that there is any place in the world where there is absolutely no change

of temperature from one month to another.
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On this subject it is needless to attempt to make any deductions

from theory. We have plenty of observed data ; and I think I

can show that they all go to prove a cool summer to be what

most promotes glaciation, while a cold winter has, usually, no

effect on it whatever.

Forbes quotes " the excellent generalization of Von Buch,

that it is the temperature of the summer months which de-

termines the plane of perpetual snow."* This indeed is almost

an identical proposition ; for perpetual snow is snow that lies

through the heats of the summer ; and it would appear obvious

enough, had it not been frequently overlooked, that it must be

the temperature of summer which, other things being equal,

determines the level of summer snow.

But, according to the same authority, " another cause affecting

exceedingly the level of the snow-line is the amount of snow

which falls."!

These laws are illustrated in detail by the following table.

In constructing it I have assumed, what is tolerably near the

truth, that the temperature of the hottest month of the year

decreases in ascending at the rate of i° F. for every 300 feet.t

Temperature Height of 32°F. u . , c
of hottest month in hottest

"eight of

, , snow-line,
at sea level. month.

Pyrenees 74-5 12750 9300

Caucasus 77 13500 10300

Mont Blanc 72*5 121 50 9000

Bernese Alps 72*5 121 50 8800

Scandinavian Fjelde 6i°43/ N 59 8100 5500

Mageroe, Norway, extreme North... 45*5 4050 2160

Himalaya, about 31° N., north side 8375 15525 16620

* Forbes's "Norway and its Glaciers," p. 206.

f Ibid.

% The temperatures are taken, as accurately as I have been able to do it, from Dove's

map. My authorities for the heights of the snow-line are, for the first four, Durocher

as quoted by Mr. Hopkins in the Proceedings of the Geological Society for December

17, 185 1 ; for the rest, Mrs. Somerville's " Physical Geography," p. 314. The tem-

peratures are in degrees of Fahrenheit. The heights are in feet.



Temperature Height of 32°F. ^ ^
of hottest month in hottest ° v

, , . snow-line,
at sea level. month.

Himalaya, about 3I°N., south side 8375 15525 12980

Andes, near Quito 79*25 141 75 15795

Do. i8°N 81-5 14850 14772

Do. near Valparaiso 68 10800 12780

Do. 37°4o'S 63-5 9450 7960

Straits of Magellan 45*5 4050 3390

It is evident by this table that the snow-line rises above the

line of 3 2° for the hottest month of the year where the snow-

fall is .small, and sinks below it where the snow-fall is great.

In the Caucasus, the Alps, and the Pyrenees, the snow-line is

about three-fourths of the height of the line of 32
0

for the

hottest month of the year ; in the Fjelde of Norway, about

two-thirds ; in the Peruvian and Chilian Andes above, but in

Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego below
;
above, on the north

side of the Himalaya, but below on the south side. These con-

trasts are all to be explained by the difference in the amount of

snow-fall, which is greater on the south than on the north side of

the Himalaya, greater in Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego than in

Chile and Peru, and probably greater, at least in winter, in

Norway than in Central, Southern, or Eastern Europe.

The dependence of the height of the snow-line on summer
temperature and on amount of snow-fall, to the exclusion of

winter temperature, may be best shown, perhaps, by two extreme

cases. The mean temperature of the Altai mountains* is below

freezing
;

yet, in consequence of the comparatively warm
summer, and the small snow-fall, the height of the snow-line t

is about 6000 feet. On the Straits of Magellan, on the contrary,

though the mean temperature is several degrees above freezing,

the height of the snow-line (see table) is little more than half as

much.

It is well-known that, other things being equal, the magnitude

of glaciers depends on that of the snow-fields in which they rise
;

* Mr. Hopkins's paper cited above.

-[•Mrs. Somerville's Physical Geography", p. 61.



and as of course any depression of the snow-line will enlarge

the snow-field, it follows that the lower the snow-line the

further will the glaciers descend below it. As a decrease of

about 3
0 F. is due to every iooo feet of ascent in the hottest

month, it follows that a fall of temperature to that extent in the

hottest month would lower the snow-line by about iooo feet
;

and in many cases it is likely that the glaciers in such a case would

descend iooo feet further below the snow-line than at present,

thus gaining a total increase of 2000 feet of descent. This

might not have much effect on the climate of Central Europe,

but it would have a very great effect in those high latitudes

where the glaciers would reach the sea and give origin to ice-

bergs ; for we know that icebergs have great influence as trans-

porters of cold.

In particular cases the effect of a comparatively slight fall of

summer temperature would be very great.

" Though the surface actually covered by perpetual snow in

Norway be small, yet the mountainous districts and table lands

everywhere approach it so nearly that the snow-plane may be

said to hover over the peninsula, and any cause which should

lower it even a little would plunge a great part of the country

under a mantle of frost."*

"It is exceedingly probable that a diminution of the tempera-

ture of the summer months by 4° only would at once place

one-fourth of the surface of Norway within the snow-line
; and

so vast a mass of snow would refrigerate the climate, especially

the summer temperature, to such a degree as would unquestion-

ably pour glaciers into the head of every fiord in western

Norway. . . . The lowering of the snow-line over so large

a surface would deteriorate the climate and lower the mean
temperature, which would lower the snow-line still further."t

The same principles which govern the distribution of moun-
tain glaciers are true also of continental ice.

Round the north pole there is an extensive area, including

Greenland and great part of the Asiatic and American conti-

* Forbes's " Norway and its Glaciers," p. 215.

+ Ibid., p. 243.'
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nents, where the mean temperature of the year is below freezing,

and where consequently the ground at some depth is always

frozen. Yet so far is this frozen area from being covered with

perpetual ice, that there is no continental ice on any part of

Asia or America : and though the interior of Greenland is

covered with a true continental ice-sheet, yet this sends glaciers

down to the sea only at particular places. In few if any parts

of the northern hemisphere does the ordinary line of permanent

snow reach the level of the sea, because the short summer is

warm enough at that level to melt away the winter's snow. So

effectually is this done, that in Siberia forests grow and crops of

rye are harvested over a permanently frozen subsoil.

But suppose, what has frequently occurred, that during a

period of maximum excentricity, the precession of the equi-

noxes gradually brings the midwinter of the northern hemisphere

round until it coincides with the perihelion. The total amount

of heat received from the sun at any given latitude will remain

unchanged, but, as shown above, the range of temperature will

be greatly reduced. Suppose that at the border of the circum-

polar frozen area—in other words, at the isothermal of 3
2°—the

annual range of temperature is reduced to nothing, so that the

temperature is always freezing : the result will be that over the

frozen area the snow will never melt, and a polar ice-cap will

be formed.

In one way this is a little overstated, for there is no climate

where the temperature is quite invariable, and even where the

most accurate climate-map possible would indicate a tempera-

ture of 3 2
0
for every month in the year, there would no doubt

be some melting. This however would have no effect except

to take a little off the margin of the ice-cap : and it would be

much more than counteracted by the spreading of the ice-cap,

from the same causes that make a glacier descend. Moreover,

the ice-cap will tend to extend itself, in consequence of the effect

of masses of ice in preventing the temperature from rising much
above freezing. For thk reason the accumulation of ice will

depress the summer temperature along the margin of the ice-

cap ; and this chilling effect will spread into lower latitudes

by icebergs drifting thither.
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The ice-cap, as Mr. Croll has elaborately shown, by displacing

the earth's centre of gravity, will draw a greaters hare of ocean

water to the glaciated hemisphere : and this will promote gla-

ciation by diminishing the range of temperature : for the range

is always least in an oceanic climate.

Meantime the southern or non-glaciated hemisphere will

have a climate of opposite character— a climate of extremes.

This is partly because of the withdrawal of ocean water to the

glaciated hemisphere, which will increase the area of land and

make the climate more continental : but chiefly because the

nearness of the sun in summer and his remoteness in winter.

The instances of Siberia and North America show that such a

climate may produce a vigorous forest vegetation, which appears

to be injured by no severity of winter cold.

Mr. Croll maintains that the glacial climate occurred when
the aphelion fell in the winter of the glaciated hemisphere, and

was due to the accumulation of snow and ice during a long and

intensely cold winter. But the snowfall would not be greater

during such a winter than at any other time, because there must

be evaporation before there can be snowfall, and the depression

of temperature over the whole earth, in consequence of the dis-

tance of the sun, would cut off the supply of snow at its source.

We have seen that the total heat received by the earth is

exactly the same in the aphelion as in the perihelion half of the

year, counting the half year as from equinox to equinox, in con-

sequence of the aphelion half being longer ; and we may be

certain that the total evaporation cannot be greater in the long

and cold than in the short and warm half.

It is true that a long and cold winter will be favorable to the

formation of ice by the freezing of water. But this is a very

slow process, and the thicker the ice has become the more slowly

does it form : so that the thickest ice formed on water does not

approach to the thickness of a moderately thick glacier, and no

great accumulation of ice, like that of the glacial period, can

have been due to this cause.

But if it is true, as I think I have shown it to be, that the

extent of glaciers depends more on the summer temperature
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than on the amount of snowfall, it follows that the important

question is not how much snow and ice the winter will form,

but how much the summer will melt. Mr. Croll says the short

and warm perihelion summer will melt no more snow than the

long and cool aphelion summer, because equal quantities of

heat melt equal quantities of ice. This is not true under the

actual conditions. Heat cannot melt ice unless the tempe-

rature is above the freezing point : and the question which

we have to consider is not, how much ice the heat received from

the sun is sufficient to melt :—it is, practically, to what height

the temperature of the hottest month is able to clear the

mountains of snow. This height is identical with the height

of the snow-line ; and I have shown that this depends chiefly

on the temperature of the hottest month, though in some degree

also on the snowfall.

There is one fact of physical geography which seems at first

sight to support Mr. Croll's theory that the glacial climate was

due to an aphelion winter, and not, as I maintain, to an aphelion

summer. In the Antarctic regions there is a glacial climate at

present :—the entire Antarctic Continent is covered with

perpetual snow to the water's edge :—yet the Antarctic winter

is in aphelio. Mr. Croll thinks this is the normal state of things,

and he asserts in support of his theory that

" I. The mean temperature of the southern hemisphere is

less than that of the northern.

2. The winters of the southern hemisphere are colder than

those of the northern.

3. The summers, though occurring in perihelio, are also

comparatively cold.

4. The mean temperature of the whole earth is greater in

June, when it is in aphelio, than in December, when it is in

perihelio."*

The first two of these statements are erroneous. The mean
temperatures of the two hemispheres are, so far as they are

known, very nearly the same. The winters of the southern

* " Climate and Time," p. 77.
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hemisphere are warmer than those of the northern : the annual

range is less, and the summers are cooler. The following

tabular statement shows the comparative climates of the two

hemispheres.*

Lat 20° N.

Mean 75.

Range 14.

Lat 30
0 N.

Mean 68.

Range 20.

Lat 40
0 N.

Mean 54-5.

Range 35.

Lat 50
0 N.

Mean 39.

Range 46.

Lat 200 S.

Mean 74-5.

Range 9.

Lat 30
0
5.

Mean 69.

Range 12.

Lat 400 S.

Mean 53-5.

Range 9.

Falkland Islands, Lat

Mean 43.

Range 18.

50
0'&

Of the winter temperature of the Antarctic Continent we
know nothing

; but it seems probable that the range there also

is small, so that the mean temperature is not lower than that

of corresponding Arctic latitudes, though the summer tempera-

tures, no doubt, are lower.

From the fact that the southern summers are cooler than the

northern, while the mean temperatures of the two hemispheres

differ but little, it follows that the mean temperature of the

whole earth is greater in the northern than in the southern

summer. All this is generally and satisfactorily referred to the

law that maritime climates are less extreme than continental

ones, in consequence of water taking longer than land both to

become heated and to become cooled :—and the climate of the

southern hemisphere is on the whole maritime, and that of the

northern continental. But if it proves to be true that the

# From Mr. Hopkins's paper on Changes of Climate, Proceedings of the Geological

Society, December 17th, 1851,
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Arctic regions are much warmer than the Antarctic, the

influence of the warm currents of the Atlantic will account for

this. Mr. Croll has shown the enormous quantity of heat which

these currents carry northward. But there are no corresponding

currents in the southern hemisphere. The currents that carry

heat to the North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean receive their

direction, first from the coast of South America, which diverts

the equatorial current to the north-west, and afterwards that of

Europe, which diverts the Atlantic currents to the north-east.*

Mr. Croll is probably right that the glaciation of the northern

hemisphere would cause the northern trade wind to blow

farther south than at present, and that this would diminish the

volume of the Gulf Stream, and so tend still further to lower

the northern temperatures. But this cause would not act in

the southern hemisphere, because the pole-ward currents do not

there exist.

My theory of the glacial climate,, however, does not come
into collision with Mr. Croll's on the subject of ocean currents,

because the effect on climate of any change in the currents will

be in the same direction, whether glaciation is caused by an

aphelion winter or an aphelion summer. Such a change in the

currents as Mr. Croll supposes cannot begin to act on climate

until a change of climate has first begun to divert the currents.

I think however that the cold of an aphelion summer at

maximum excentricity will amply account for the glacial climate

by its direct effect, without any agency of ocean currents being

needed.

It is perhaps scarcely necessary to remark that we have every

reason to believe the physical character and the motions of

glacier ice to have been exactly the same during the glacial

periods that they are now.

Some interesting collateral observations remain to be made.

Geologists now appear to be agreed that the carboniferous

climate was not one of great heat, but moderate and moist. If

so, the glacial and the carboniferous climate may have coexisted,

* See Mr. Croll's Wind and Current Chart, p. 21a.
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being only separated by a few degrees of latitude. We see an

approach to such a state of things at present : in the Straits of

Magellan the climate is so far glacial that glaciers reach the sea

and give origin to icebergs, while in the Falklands it is so far

carboniferous that all the vegetation, and that not mosses but

flowering plants, is converted when dead into peat.

If I am right that both hemispheres were never glaciated at

once, it follows that the equatorial regions were never glaciated

at all
; and this accounts for what Darwin remarks with surprise,

that the vegetable species of the tropics have undergone much
less extinction during the glacial period than might have been

expected.* But he regards it as proved that at a comparatively

recent period, which in all probability was the glacial, there has

been a good deal of intermigration of species between the two

temperate zones, which must have crossed the equator when its

temperature was cooler than it is now. Both of these facts

may be explained by supposing, what is in itself very probable,

that during the glacial period the equatorial climate was much
what it is now, except in some places which were cooled by ice-

bearing currents. The floating ice would also be a most

efficient agent in transporting seeds. . Agassiz and Mr. Wallace

have found traces of glacial action in the valley of the Amazon-
action of icebergs probably, not glaciers.!

M. Martins X objects to Mr. Croll's theory, that it would

require the glacial periods of the two hemispheres to have

occurred at different times, while geological evidence shows that

they occurred at the same time. If this objection is valid

against Mr. Croll's theory, it is equally valid against mine ; for

mine is, in fact, only Mr. Croll's inverted : his theory and mine

place the glacial epochs of the opposite hemispheres in opposite

periods of the same cycle.

* " Origin of Species," 4th edition, p. 454.

f Alfred R. Wallace on Ice-marks in North Wales, Quarterly Journal of Science,

Jan. 1867.

X
u Les Glaciers actuels et la Periode Glaciaire," Revue des deux Mondes, March I,

1867.
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I reply to this that geological evidence does not and cannot

show whether a glacial period in the northern hemisphere and

in the southern—in Scotland, for instance, and in Patagonia

—

were actually contemporary or separated by an interval ofseveral

thousand years. The period during which the excentricity of

the earth's orbit is near its maximum is very long, several times

21,000 years. At the end of a cycle of 21,000 years the same

position of the solstices will recur with respect to the earth's

perihelion and aphelion. According to my theory a glacial

period occurs during the period of the greatest excentricity of

the earth's orbit, at the time when the earth's aphelion is near

the summer solstice
;
consequently it would occur in the same

hemisphere after an interval of 2
1 ,000 years, and in the opposite

hemisphere after half that interval, or 10,500 years. Now no

geological evidence could detect an interval of 10,500 years

between the dates of glacial scratches or of beds of drift in widely

separated regions, such as Scotland and Patagonia. But

according to M. Martins, and many other authorities on the

subject, there is geological evidence of at least two glacial periods,

with a geologically short interval between them ; and such

recurrent glacial periods ought to be expected on either Mr.

Croll's theory or mine.

It is to be observed, in conclusion, that Mr. Croll's reasoning

and mine leave untouched the arguments by which Sir Charles

Lyell has endeavoured to show how all changes of climate may
be referred to geographical causes, especially to changes in the

distribution of land and water, and changes in the direction of

the ocean-currents produced by these. The climate of any

region at any period is due to a complication of causes, some of

which are geographical, and some astronomical. Sir Charles

Lyell has dealt with the geographical ones, Mr. Croll and I

with the astronomical ones. There is no doubt that the

geographical causes of changes of climate are verce caasce
; but it

is not so certain that they are fully adequate to account for the

facts. It is equally certain that the astronomical causes also are

verce causce ; and I have endeavoured to show what their mode
pf operation must be,
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NOTE.
Since the foregoing paper was read, the writer has been informed

by Professor Cunningham, in reference to the statement on

page 31 respecting the climates of the Straits of Magellan and

the Falklands, that he has himself observed, in many parts of

the Straits of Magellan, a formation of peat now going on in

the immediate neighbourhood of glaciers.

D
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22nd December
)
1875.

The President, John F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the .

Chair.

Robert Young, Esq., C.E., read a Notice of

PORPHYRITIC DYKES NEAR BALLYNAHINCH, CO.
DOWN.

In August, 1 87 1, whilst walking on the road from the town of

Ballynahinch to the Spa, I was struck by the singular appear-

ance of many of the stones built into the wall enclosing

Montalto Demesne, and also being broken up for macadam.

Their purplish tint, highly crystalline structure, and exceeding

hardness, satisfied me that they were not derived from the

Silurian rocks, which are so widely extended in this district
;

but that they were of igneous origin. Some hand specimens,

which I carried to Belfast, bore such a good polish, and had

so handsome an appearance, that it struck me the material might

prove suitable for ornamental uses in buildings.

On my next visit to the Spa, after some inquiry, I discovered

the place whence it was procured. The quarry is situated on

the Downpatrick road, one mile from the Market-square of

Ballynahinch, in a small valley through which flows a tributary

of the Ouoile River. The road here passes over the shoulder

of a large boss of rock planed and rounded off on every side

by ice action, but its surface nearly free from drift. It occupies

the entire of the bottom of the valley, the river flowing at the
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right hand side, with the hill on which are the picturesque ruins

of Magheradroll church, rising abruptly from its margin ; and

another hill rising in a like manner on the left hand, from what

looks like an old river bed.

About 30 years ago the road went over the northern side of

this knoll, and there was a very steep descent on the east side

towards Downpatrick. To improve the gradient, the new line

was diverted so as to pass through the centre, with a cutting of

about 10 feet deep ; and it was in carrying out this work, that

the good qualities of the rock for road-metalling and building

purposes became known.

Since then a considerable quantity has been removed, princi-

pally on the south-west side. What has thus been quarried out

is seen to be a very wide dyke or body of rock protruded be-

tween beds of the lower Silurian shales and grits which here dip

at about 70
0
North, 20

0
West. The line of junction with the

Silurians is however very irregular and obscure in some places,

owing to the way portions of the slate rocks are entangled in

and metamorphosed by contact with the dyke. It is only pos-

sible to trace the general direction of the dyke for about no
yards in a north-west line, as at both ends it is covered over

by the glacial drift with which the hill sides are here enveloped;

but there is every reason to think that it is continuous in both

directions, judging by the analogy of other dykes which I have

since examined in this neighbourhood, and which are laid down
on the Geological Maps of Down, Sheets 48 and 49.

Nearly the whole of these have a general direction from

north-east to south-west, as if they had some kind of connexion

with the great protrusion of granite in the high mountain range

from Slieve Croob to Clanvaraghan, into which some can even

be traced.

It is a matter of much difficulty to determine the width of

this dyke, owing to the way the slates are intermixed and in-

corporated with it. At one place it narrows to 30 feet, but the

greater part has a breadth of about 60 feet.

As regards its mineralogical character, it varies very consider-

ably in different places, changing rapidly from one to the other.
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Along the east side, it is for the most part a finely crystallized

pinkish, or dark brown felstone, with crystals of orange-red

felspar irregularly interspersed through it, having an irregular

jointing, and weathering a light brownish gray about half an

inch from the exposed surface ; but on the west side it gradually

assumes the character of a mica trap or minnette, being full of

small plates of mica, which seem to have the effect of causing a

very rapid disintegration of the constituents of the mass. As
the rock weathers, the hexagonal scales of mica become of a

bronze colour, and get quite loose.

The rock which is suited for building purposes is therefore

that which is quite or almost free from mica, and as this is

exceedingly hard and compact, takes a good polish, and can be

procured in pieces up to 4 feet in length, by 8 or 10 inches

square, it is very suitable for small shafts or inlays on the exterior

of buildings, where the choice is at present limited to a very

few materials, such as granite and serpentine, whose surface will

not yield to the action of the damp and impurities of the air

in our large towns. Mr. John Robinson, of the marble and

granite works in this town, to whom I am indebted for polishing

the various specimens of rock from this and several other dykes

in the same district now on the table, has used this material

with very good effect in the small angle shafts of chimney

pieces, where its rather low tone of colour makes an agreeable

contrast with a light foreign marble.

A much more beautiful variety can be procured in small

blocks at another dyke about a mile further south, where it

approaches the road leading to the Spa, close to Adelaide

Cottage. It is here about eight feet wide, very crystalline, and

of a pale pink colour, which gradually changes to a dark iron

gray at the point where it is intersected by the old road to

Seaforde. I regret that my limited time would not permit

me to follow up the examination of some of the other dykes

in this quarter, with a view to ascertain their applicability to

ornamental uses in architecture.

There is a growing taste for the use of durable materials of

this kind, and some of our Irish marbles, granites, and serpen-
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tines are extensively exported, so that it might be well worth the

attention of some of our enterprising quarry proprietors to make
a careful examination of the locality to which I have referred,

as it cannot be said that a thorough systematic search for rock

of the best quality and size has yet been attempted by any

one.

The paper was illustrated by a large section taken across

the valley in which the dyke shows itself, and by numerous

specimens of the different varieties of the porphyry from this

and other dykes, most of which were polished ; and these, at

the suggestion of the President, Mr. Young presented to the

Society, and promised to have properly labelled for future

reference.
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22nd December, 1875.

The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the

Chair.

W. H. Patterson, Esq., read

NOTES ON ANCIENT SNAKES, &c.

Mr. Patterson quoted briefly some of the legends concerning

serpents and other monsters said to frequent certain lakes and

rivers in Ireland and Scotland
;
he also noticed the accounts of

the Craken, Sea Serpent, Merman, &c, by writers of antiquity

and mediaeval writers, as well as Bishop Pontoppidan's very

full accounts of some of these creatures. Mr. Patterson con-

cluded by quoting from some of the recent notices of the

occurrence of the sea serpent as recorded by captains of ships.

\^th January, 1876.

The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the

Chair.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., read a Paper on

THE EVIDENCE OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE
SO-CALLED SEA SERPENT.
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i^th January, 1876,

The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the

Chair.

James Wilson, Jun., Esq., C.E., read a Paper on

THE LIMITS OF THE ECONOMY OF HEAT.

The paper dealt only with the question so far as it concerns

the heat used in the production of motive power. Engineers

have been constantly putting forward exaggerated statements of

the wastefulness of the steam engine, which make it desirable

that the real state of the case should be understood.

It is generally expected that every unit of heat given out in

the combustion of the fuel (or imparted to the water) ought to

produce work represented by Joule's Equivalent of 772 foot-

pounds : (a foot-pound being defined as the work done in raising

a pound through a foot of height against the force of gravity at

the earth's surface.) At this rate lib. of coal would produce

10,000,000 foot-pounds, and an engine would use '2i81bs. of coal

per H.P. per hour, instead of from ten to thirty times as much,

which it actually does.

Heat cannot be converted into work except by producing

expansion, and expansion has its own laws which settle the

relation between quantities of expansion and quantities of heat

under different conditions. Thus results the second law of ther-

modynamics, which (for engines) may be expressed in the follow-

ing form.

Difference between highest and lowest tem-
Quantity of Heat converted into work. peratures of substance.

Quantity of Heat expended. Highest temperature, reckoned from absolute

zero.

(Absolute temperature is Fahrenheit temperature plus 4600
.)

This expresses the limit of possible economy of an engine work-

ing between the two temperatures, Its application to various
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engines under different circumstances was illustrated by means

of diagrams of energy.

As an example, the limits for three different engines are sub-

joined :

—

1. Steam engine using steam of 114IDS. gross pressure,

temperature 338°F., and condensing at I04°F., limit, 29 per cent

of heat expended.

2. Steam engine using steam of 44lbs. gross pressure, tempe-

rature 275°F., condensing at I04°F., limit 23 per cent.

3. Air engine using air at 6oo°F., and rejecting the air at

ioo°F., limit 47 per cent.

A good engine working as in the first case can be made to use

as little as 2 Jibs, of coal per H.P. per hour, thus utilising about

9 per cent of the heat given out by the coal, equal to nearly

one third of the limiting quantity. It is the remaining two

thirds that may be economized by improvements of the steam

engine, and no more.

The paper entered on the reasons which combined to prevent

engines under different circumstances from approaching the

highest efficiency. The chief requirements are— 1st, as great a

range as possible between the temperatures in the engine. 2nd,

Heat must be transferred steadily from the hotter to the colder

body, not by mixing a very hot with a much colder body.

What must also be considered along with these requirements

are, questions of danger, of construction, of suitability in regard

to space, &c.
;

also of outlay, both original and for repairs.

From these considerations it appears that the steam engine

is far from wasteful, and that there is little chance ofany decided

improvement in it, still less of any other form of engine taking

its place with advantage.

There is another limit of efficiency which is interesting, though

not of the least practical importance
;

viz, assuming that an

engine could work between the full heat of the furnace and the

lowest ordinary temperature, say 40000
F. and zero F, respect-

ively, the work obtained must still fall short of the equivalent of

the heat by 12 per cent. This is a good example of Thomson's

Law of the Dissipation of Energy,
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ih February
)
1876,

Professor Purser, M.A., M.R.I.A., in the Chair.

Professor J, D. Everett, M.A., D.C.L., read a Paper on

A SYSTEM OF SHORT-HAND

.
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i$th March, 1876.

Professor Everett, M.A., D.C.L., in the Chair.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., read

REMARKS ON THE LATENT HEAT OF STEAM.

It was stated by James Watt, the inventor of the steam-engine,

that the total heat of steam, (in other words the sum of the

temperature and the latent heat,) was the same at all tempera-

tures. This used to be called Watt's law.

This however has been shown to be inaccurate. With in-

creasing temperature the total heat increases, but the latent

heat diminishes.

This diminution of latent heat with increasing temperature

formerly seemed to me one of the strangest of all facts, but Dr.

Andrews's researches on the physical properties of carbonic

acid make it intelligible.

I quote the following from an admirable paper on the " Con-

tinuity of the fluid state of matter," by Prof. James Thomson,

printed in our Proceedings for 187 1-2 :—he is speaking of the

case in which a given quantity of carbonic acid, of which part

is in the gaseous and part in the liquid state, is left at constant

volume, while the temperature, and consequently the pressure,

are gradually increased :—

-

" As the temperature and pressure are augmented, the gaseous

part is always increasing in density, till at last the two come to

have the same density with one another, and then they are per-

fectly alike in every respect, all distinction between them having

vanished. At this stage the temperature is 3i°C. and the pres-

sure is about 75 atmospheres. Above this temperature of 31
0
no

change of pressure can cause gasification or liquefaction : and
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above this pressure of 75 atmospheres, no change of temperature

can cause gasification or liquefaction." (3i°C.=87 0-
8F.)

This temperature of 31
0
is called the " critical temperature" for

carbonic acid. Above its critical temperature, although car-

bonic acid may have the density either of a gas or of a liquid,

the two states are not sharply separated from each other as a

liquid is from its vapour, but graduate into each other insen-

sibly. It is believed that every gas and vapour has its own
critical temperature. Those of the permanent gases are believed

to be so low as to be unattainable by any known process. That

of water or steam, on the contrary, is probably too high to be

observed in a glass tube, and consequently too high to be

directly observed at all : for the only known test of the critical

temperature being attained, consists in the disappearance of the

visible boundary surface between the liquid and its vapour or gas.

My purpose is to suggest a method for approximately es-

timating the critical temperature for steam.

The total heat is defined as that which given out when steam

is condensed into water at zero centigrade, equal to 3 2° Fahr. or

the freezing point.

The latent heat is defined as that which is given out when
steam is condensed into water at its own temperature.

The temperature is equal to the difference between the total

heat and the latent heat.

According to Regnault, the difference between temperature

and total heat is expressed in the formula

X=6o6°-s+- 3o5^

X being the total heat and t the temperature. This has been

ascertained to be true from o° to 230°C, and if it is true for all

temperatures, a very simple calculation shows that at a tem-

perature of 872°7C. (=i6o2°-8F.) the total heat and the tem-

perature would be the same, so that the latent heat would

vanish ; 87

2

0
' 7 is consequently the critical temperature for water

as deducible from the above formula.

We may reason to the critical temperature for water in

another way, though I am not able to do so with the same

numerical precision.
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If a pound of water is evaporated at ioo°C. (the boiling point,)

but the steam remains "saturated" so that the slightest increase

of pressure would cause it to begin to condense, the volume of

the steam will be 26*36 cubic feet. (See Clerk Maxwell's

" Theory of Heat," page 113.) The same quantity of water in

the liquid state, but at the same temperature, occupies *oi6 of

a cubic foot. But let the temperature be increased to I50°C.

(=302°F.) and the volume which the steam occupies when
saturated will be diminished to 6*153 cubic feet, while the

volume of the water at the same temperature will be in-

creased to 'oi 66 of a cubic foot. If then the tempera-

ture is very much increased, it is highly probable that the

volume of the vapour will diminish while that of the liquid

increases, until the two volumes are equal, or in other words

until the difference between the liquid and the vaporous states

vanishes.

The fact that the volume occupied by a pound of saturated

steam diminishes as the temperature increases, may seem

strange, but it is not really so. It is only another way of say-

ing that the higher the temperature, the smaller is the space

into which the steam may be compressed without causing it to

condense.
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i$th March, 1876.

Professor Everett, M.A., D.C.L., in the Chair.

Mr. A. O'D. Taylor exhibited a fine specimen of the

Stock-Dove shot in Co. Down, during October 1875. This

was believed to be the first authenticated instance of the occur-

rence of this bird in Ireland. Mr. Taylor presented it to the

Museum.
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i$tk March, 1876.

The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the

Chair.

J. F. M. Harris Stone, B.A., F.L.S., F.C.S., read a Paper on

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS.

In looking over an old school note-book the other day, I came

across the following definitions of a plant and animal :

—

uAplant

is an organised being, composed mainly of carbon, hydrogen and

oxygen, in the form of cellulose, deriving its sustenance from

inorganic matter
; with no stomach, nervous system, or power

of voluntary motion. An animal is an organised being, com-

posed mainly of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, deriving

its sustenance from Organic matter
;
with a temporary or perma-

nent stomach, a nervous system, and power of voluntary motion."

Modern science has altered these definitions. In the first place,

the protoplasm of both plants and animals is known to contain

nitrogen
;
cellulose is found in animals as well as in plants

;

many plants have power of voluntary movements ; in some cases

much more so than certain animals. We also know that plants

not only can derive their sustenance from organic matter, but

some even may be said to possess stomachs capable of digesting

nitrogenous matter in a most perfect manner.

The common Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia) inhabits boggy

spots in Britain. It is to be found in tolerable abundance on the

Mourne mountains, near Belfast, growing in the moss which

covers boggy areas. One is struck at first sight, on removing

a plant from the moss, with the smallness of its roots. For the

size of the plant they seem far too unimportant to fulfil all the

functions that those organs generally do. We might expect
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that, as the plant lives on boggy land, its roots would be largely

developed, fulfilling some important functions of the plant
;

but the reverse in this case. How can this be explained ?

Simply and satisfactorily, when we know that the plant is car-

nivorous. In the course of time this habit was acquired
; and

the leaves taking on themselves the digestive functions, became

highly developed, whilst at the same rate the roots, no longer

being called upon for such active work as they had been accus-

tomed to, fell into disuse, and are now arrived at the puny

stage we see them in at present. There is nothing to prevent

us believing that in the course of time the roots may cease to

exist (as we know they have in some plants), and at that time

the leaves will have arrived at a state of more complication than

they have at present.

The leaves of this plant, somewhat broader than long, are

purplish in colour, with the upper surface covered with gland-

bearing, club-shaped tentacles. The average number on a leaf

is about one hundred and ninety. The glands at the sum-

mit of the filaments are each surrounded by a clear viscid drop,

which, glittering in the solar rays, gave rise to the poetical

name of Sundew.

" By the lone fountain's secret bed,

Where human footsteps rarely tread,

'Mid the wild moor or silent glen,

The Sundew blooms unseen by men

;

Spreads there her leaf of rosy hue,

A chalice for the morning dew,

And, ere the summer's sun can rise,

•Drinks the pure water of the skies."

When a small object is placed upon the centre of a leaf, the

glands there transmit a motor impulse in all directions, and the

nearer tentacles first bend inwards, then those more remote,

until all the tentacles of the leaf are closely inflected over the

object. This process takes place in from one to five hours.

As to the length of time that the tentacles remain clasped, it

has been found by experiment, that over nitrogenous soluble
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matter they remain much longer than over inorganic bodies

;

so that if you excited the leaf, say by a bit of glass, the leaf, soon

discovering that no nutriment could be obtained from it, would

quickly re-expand its tentacles; But if you placed a bit of beef

in the centre, you would find that the tentacles would not be

withdrawn until every vestige of it had disappeared and been

completely digested. These experiments can without difficulty

be verified.

The glands secrete an extremely viscid fluid matter, which

is increased in quantity directly any substance is placed upon

the leaf, and which secretion in such a case becomes acid even

before the glands have touched the object. This secretion is

highly antiseptic
; that is, it prevents the appearance of Bac-

teria and Infusoria in nitrogenous bodies. In this respect, as in

many others, it resembles the gastric juice of the animal king-

dom.

The digestion completed, the tentacles re-expand, and in so

doing cease secreting, so that by the time they have attained

their original position, their glands are quite dry. This plays

an important part in the economy of the plant. If at some

time the glands did not become dry, the remains of undigested

matter, such as the wings of beetles, would eventually choke

the glands and the leaf, and render them useless ; but as it is,

when the glands are dry, before they begin to secrete again

there is plenty of time for the wind to blow away hurtful and

refuse bodies, so rendering the organs clean and ready to in-

dulge once more their carnivorous tastes.

When such a fearful death awaits them—that of being digested

alive—it may well be asked, how is it that insects and minute

animals are so foolish as to fall into the trap openly laid for

them ? To this question science at present can give no certain

answer. It may be that the leaves of Drosera possess an

irresistible odour to the insect nose, that lures the possessor to

his destruction, imperceptible to our coarser sense. Or again,

that no bait, no allurement is required, but that simply the

animals, in flying or walking over the leaves, get stuck in the

viscid matter round the glands, and so are captured.
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With respect to the inflection of the tentacles, it is a remark-

able fact that blows such as those caused by falling rain, or the

knocking of one leaf against another by a storm of wind, or

hard artificial knocks, start no movements in the leaves. This

is a most useful provision, as otherwise the plant would be in a

state of constant motion of no use to itself.

During the process of inflection, the protoplasm in the cells

of the gland and filament is undergoing a process of aggrega-

tion. This essentially consists in the purple-containing proto-

plasm separating itself from the non-purple-containing ; the

former changing its shape, somewhat in the style of an amoeba,

while the latter rotates round and round the cell. After the

inflection is over, the cells return to their normal state. This

process of aggregation begins first in the cells of the gland, and

then travels down the filament ; the process ot redissolution

takes place in a reverse order. Now, if one looks at the sun,

a nervous impulse is sent up the optic nerve to the brain

and thence is reflected, so to speak, as a motor impulse, and

the eyelids spontaneously and involuntarily close. Such a

process is by physiologists spoken of as a reflex act—an impulse

sent up a nerve to a nerve-centre, and then sent back as a motor

impulse. Until Darwin demonstrated the contrary, reflex acts

were always said to belong to the animal kingdom, and to be

without parallel in the vegetable ; but in this Drosera we have

a distinct reflex act of some kind. The impulse from the centre

of the leaf first travels up to the glands of the neighbouring

tentacles, passing through the intervening cells of the leaf, and

then the process of aggregation travels in a reverse way down
the tentacle.

The digestive acid secreted by the leaves is one closely allied

to acetic acid. In the human digestive fluid, besides the acid,

there is a catalytic ferment present, which promotes in some

manner the digestion of food. Now such a ferment is present

in the digestive juice of Drosera. This ferment will only act,

in an acid solution, and it has been found that when the

" gastric juice " of Drosera is rendered alkaline it ceases to

digest, but the addition of an acid starts the process again. In
E
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an animaPs stomach, the ferment, pepsin, is not secreted un-

til some soluble matter has been absorbed. The acid alone will

digest a small portion of digestible matter, and this, when ab-

sorbed, seems to start the secretion of pepsin. The same takes

place with Drosera. If you place on its leaves splinters of glass,

and collect the secreted fluid, and try its digestive powers off

the leaves, you will find them nil, or nearly so
;

if, however,

you place pieces of beef on the leaves, and removing the fluid,

try its digestive powers, you find that as long as you keep the

fluid acid, it will digest .--—pepsin, or the ferment whatever it is,

being in this case present.

Drosera rotundifolia captures and devours all kinds of flies,

and even butterflies do not escape its clutches
;
whilst there is

an instance on record of a large dragon-fly having been seen

in a leaf. Whether the fly perches on the centre of the leaf, or

on one of the marginal tentacles, its doom is sealed. In the

former case an impulse at once radiates to the surrounding ten-

tacles, and these close in on the prey ; if it is a marginal tentacle

that holds the victim in its glutinous grasp, that tentacle bends

with it to the centre, whence the death message is sent out,

bringing down those other terrible executioners that ever stand

ready. Then is poured out upon the insect the acid, and then

the digestive ferment, and the living morsel is slowly digested

and taken into the juices of the plant. Having satisfied them-

selves that nothing eatable is left, the tentacles slowly assume

their former positions, and ridding themselves, by drying for a

while, of any undigested portions, once more are prepared to

receive any wayfarer that trespasses on their domain.

The common Butterwort fPingiiicula vulgaris) of the order

Lentibulacece, is found along mountain rills and on wet rocks, in

Northern Europe, all round the Arctic Circle, and along the

mountain ranges of Central and Southern Europe, and Russian

Asia ; in Britain, chiefly in the western hilly parts of England

and Scotland, and in Ireland.* A near relative of this plant,

by some counted as a distinct species and named grandijlora,

* I have found it on the Mourne Mountains, and on mountains near Killarney.
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occurs in the bogs of south-western Ireland. I have not myself

been able to find this species. Here again, it is with the leaves

that we are concerned ; these are on an average about eight

in number, thick, somewhat succulent, of a light green colour,

with scarcely any petiole. They are about one and a half inches

in length, and three quarters of an inch in breadth. The upper

surfaces of the leaves are covered with glandular hairs of two

kinds, except at the margins. The larger glands are supported

on one-celled pedicels
;
the smaller contain a much paler green

fluid than the larger, and are formed of much fewer cells.

Both kinds of glands secrete a colourless fluid, which is so

glutinous that I have been able to draw it into threads several

inches in length.

As with Drosera, the roots are small and unimportant,

averaging about an inch in length, and being only a little

branched.

These leaves catch insects, and also small leaves of other

plants, pollen, and even seedling plants, by the stickyness of the

fluid secreted in their glands. The edges of the leaf are capable

of movement. If you place a row of small insects along the

lateral edges of one of the leaves, that edge of the leaf will, in

from 12 to 15 minutes, fold over and embrace them, the glands

at the same time freely secreting a digestive fluid. If the objects

are too large to be folded over, the action of the curling edge is

to push them more towards the centre of the leaf, bringing them

by this means into contact with more of the glands. After

being folded in, the edge of the leaf takes about a day to regain

its former position. It appears that the apex of the leaf is im-

moveable.

In this plant both organic and inorganic matter will cause the

movement, so that it seems to be due to prolonged pressure, and to

the absorption of nitrogenous matter. The glands themselves

show no signs of movement. What is surprising in this plant

is, that after an edge of a leaf has folded over, or pushed an in-

sect into the centre of the leaf, it should unfold long before the

morsel is completely digested. This is most likely to enable the

leaf to capture fresh prey. " The service rendered by the pushing
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action, as well as that from the marginal glands being brought

into contact for a short time with the surfaces of minute cap-

tured insects, may account for the movement of the leaves ;" or

else, as Darwin continues, " we must look at these movements as a

remnant of a more highly developed power formerly possessed

by the progenitors of the genus."

Nitrogenous matter placed on the leaves excites the secretion of

a true digestive fluid
; but non-nitrogenous matters excite little

or no secretion. Whether, however, the nitrogenous matter be

contained in insects, pollen, or leaves, the plant is capable of

digesting, and then absorbing it. This plant really is then

omnivorous.

And now, a few words as to what we know of the origin of

these carnivorous plants. When brought face to face with

them for the first time, we are struck with astonishment

both at their shapes and habits. But on calmly considering

and reviewing the matter, we must be led to see that we have

here nothing without parallel to what exists in the rest of the

vegetable kingdom.

The main object that these carnivorous plants have in view

is the easy acquirement of nitrogenous matter. We know that

nearly four-fifths of the air consists of the gas nitrogen, and

that, therefore, every plant is surrounded with abundance of

this element, which exists even in its intercellular spaces, and

in solution in its secretions and juices ; but though this is the

case, plants are unable to obtain their nitrogen directly from the

air
;
they must obtain it, and always do, from compounds of

which nitrogen is one of the ingredients.

Such compounds occur in the air as ammonia and nitric acid,

and in the earth as nitrates ; and it is from these that the

protoplasm of the plant ordinarily derives its nitrogen. But

though most plants obtain their nitrogen from these inorganic

compounds, there are others which procure theirs from the

decaying nitrogenous compounds of other plants: such, with

reference to their fellow-plants, may be called cannibals.

Examples are seen in Britain in Monotropa, which lives upon

the roots of the beech and pine
;
Epipogium and Corallorhiza
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—these latter having no roots at all, but imbibing the juices of

their hosts through their stems. Such plants, indeed, do not

require roots, for there is no work to be done by such organs
;

for the nitrogenous compounds, instead of being laboriously

made in themselves, as is done in most plants, are obtained ready

made from their fellows. A like reason explains the absence of

the green colouring matter, chlorophyll, in so many of these

plants.

It seems, however, strange that these carnivorous plants

should feed on foreign matter placed so conveniently ready
;

but this is not without its parallel in other plants.

All seedling plants, while in a stage of helpless infancy, require,

just as much as animals in a similar condition, to be fed. In

this state they are unable to make food for themselves, or to

procure it in any other way. Nature provides for this want by

surrounding the young plant with a mass of highly nourishing

food, the endosperm or albumen as it is called, and from this

it imbibes its nourishment until it has arrived at an age to look

after itself. I am not straining the analogy too far here, for

experiment has shown that this endosperm can be removed, and

other placed instead of it, without injury to the young plant.

Again, it seems at first sight wonderful that these plants should

be able to make and secrete acid at will. Roots, however, have

long been known to do this. If this was not the case, plants

growing in certain soils would be unable to obtain their proper

mineral food. The acid is used to dissolve the mineral, and

render it capable of absorption by the roots. Such a process is

not dissimilar to that taking place on the leaves of Drosera.

But surely the ferment of Drosera—so essential for complete

digestion—has no parallel in ordinary plants, you say. Our
reply is, that ferments are not at all uncommon in plants.

Every grain of starch that we eat in the potato has been brought

there through the agency of some ferment contained in the sap

of the potato plant. Starch itself, being insoluble, could not be

conveyed about a plant as such. Now starch is not made in

the roots, but in the leaves. How then, if starch is insoluble,

can it pass from the leaves to the roots ? Starch made in the
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leaves, is through the agency of a ferment converted into grape

sugar, a very soluble substance. This soluble grape sugar is

carried to the roots, in solution, and then the ferment acting

once more reconverts it to starch. In this manner starch is

deposited in the potato. Such is merely one action of ferments

in the plant economy. Many more might be mentioned, but

this will suffice. Every time we eat a crust and it tastes sweet,

we demonstrate this action, of a starch-ferment. The ferment

in the saliva is separable under the name of ptyalin.

We see then, that in feeding on extraneous matter, and in

secreting a digestive fluid consisting of acids and ferments, no

entirely new features are presented by carnivorous plants.

In capturing insects too, carnivorous plants by no means

stand alone. I merely cite as an example the wonderful Aris-

tolochia Clematitis. The corolla of this plant is tubular, lined

on the inside with incurved hairs, so that when once an insect has

entered it cannot^ get out. Then, in a marvellous manner, the

insect is detained till it has accomplished the fertilisation of the

plant ; and that over, the corolla withers and dies, and the in-

sect is restored to light and liberty.

What strikes us as strange in these carnivorous plants, is the

wonderful adaptation of parts—how that the same plant is able

to catch, kill, and digest insects and other animals with such

ease—what a gulf is placed between them and ordinary plants.

We can only explain this by supposing each particular plant to

have gone through a long course of Natural Selection. It

might be in some such way as this :—That a leaf became once

by chance slightly concave— that this peculiarity was communi-

cated to the plant's offspring—that insects were accidentally

drowned in the rain water which collected in these hollow

leaves—that the plant in the course of time came to imbibe the

juices of the insects with the water—that in consequence the

leaves grew stronger, and became more vigorous—that this

would only take place with those leaves that followed the pecu-

liarity of their progenitor ;
leaves without the concavity would

remain small and insignificant, and in time disappear—that the

plant at last would consist wholly of these hollow leaves—that
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obtaining nourishment through its leaves, the roots of the plant

(no longer required) would, as the leaves got more and more

highly developed, and more capable of fulfilling their new
functions, in the same ratio get smaller, and at last cease to

exist altogether.

In the case of plants capturing by sticky hairs, we might sup-

pose that at one time these had no glutinous secretion ; but

that, finding that they could capture insects by being sticky,

and that benefit was derived from it, Natural Selection came

into play, and only those plants with sticky hairs survived in

the struggle for existence.

In ways like these we can give at least a plausible explana-

tion for those otherwise seeming monstrosities
; and such rea-

soning is valuable also from the fact that it throws light upon

other plants which are at this present time exhibiting marked
peculiarities, and which, it may be, are on their way to join

their carnivorous brethren.
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\2th Aprils 1876.

The President, J. F. Hodges, Esq., M.D., F.C.S., in the
Chair.

R. Lloyd Patterson, Esq. read

" CONCLUDING NOTES ON SOME OFTHE SWIMMING
BIRDS OF BELFAST LOUGH."

The following paper contains little original matter, but still I

hope will be found not entirely devoid of interest. On two

former occasions I have had the honour of reading before this

Society some notes on several of our local Swimming Birds
;
and

I wish now, so far as I am able, to conclude the subject, for the

present at least.

On those occasions I noticed at considerable length three out

of the five families into which the order of the Natatores is

divided
;
glancing also at some few species in the two remaining

families—the Ducks, Wigeon, &c, and the Gulls.

In my last paper I said that, to do their description justice,

the genus Anas would require an evening devoted to itself

alone ; and I had then almost to pass it unnoticed, intending to

describe it more fully again.

This intention I now propose to carry out ; and shall con-

clude by a glance at the gulls, the last family of the swimmers.

Before proceeding to the familiar ducks and their more

immediate relatives, the stately swans demand attention,

although as regular frequenters of the lough they are rarely

now seen. I have, it is true, on rare occasions, during severe

frost, seen swans in the bay ; but I believe these were generally
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birds of the domesticated species, which, frozen out of their

usual fresh water pond homes, had sought the open water of

the lough.

These tame birds, under such circumstances, often fall vic-

tims to their over confidence in man
; and I have heard of

several instances of their being shot, sometimes through igno-

rance or inadvertence, but sometimes, I regret to say, with
" malice aforethought."

I heard a ludicrous description of the unintentional shooting

and subsequent disposal of two tame swans a few years ago. A
friend of mine, who under the circumstances had better be

nameless, was informed on one day when a dense fog happened

to prevail during hard frost, that there were some wild geese

close to the shore near Thomson's Bank. Getting his gun,

he proceeded to the place indicated, and there saw the supposed

wild geese disappearing into, and re-appearing out of, the fog,

through which they loomed an enormous size. Procuring a

boat, my friend and his informant went in pursuit, and two

birds (there were no more) were shot as they rose successively

from the water ; but to the shooter's no small regret at having

killed them, and mortification at finding they were not wild

geese, they turned out to be two tame swans. " Oh," said he,

" these are Mr. Blank's swans ! What's to be done ?" " Never

mind, Sir," said the man, " nobody knows : I'll hide them

now, and bring them up to your house after night." To this,

however, the shooter would not consent
; and he was going to

tell the supposed owner of the unfortunate mistake, and offer to

replace the victims, when he was agreeably surprised to find

this gentleman's swans swimming composedly about their own
pond, which was not frozen, in consequence of its receiving an

in-flow of hot water. So nothing was said of the double

murder; but the sequel was funny enough. The shooter some-

time afterwards asked the man who had first told him about

the birds, what he had done with them, when the latter replied :

" Well, Sir, you see you wouldn't have them, and so me and

some other men went for them at night ; and we cut them

into quarters, and played for them at the cards."
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In a more recent instance, a local character, who has since

left this country without previously informing his friends of his

intended departure, shot a swan, which he knew was a tame

bird, as he had been told, when going out, that a gentleman's

swans were at large in the lough, being frozen out of their own
pond.

I had seen them several times myself on Holywood banks,

and in the neighbourhood, their size and brilliant white plu-

mage making them most conspicuous objects even at a great

distance.

I have, on a few occasions, perhaps only two altogether, seen

swans on the lough that I believe to have been wild. Once I

was out boating, about the middle of March 1862, when seven

swans flew over the lough, high in air, and proceeding north-

wards, looking u like a long white ribbon" as that prince of

story tellers, Hans Christian Andersen, has so aptly described

them. And on other occasion, about the same time, I saw a

solitary individual flying about the bay. Many domesticated

or half-domesticated water fowl, however, it must be remem-

bered, often become very restless, and wander about a good deal,

when the time for the usual spring migration arrives.

In former years, when this town was smaller, and when the

steamers that ply on, and the railway trains that run at both

sides of, the lough, and which cause such a ceaseless disturbance,

were yet unthought of, wild swans not unfrequently visited the

bay.

Mr. Thompson records that for some days in January 1838,

four or five Hoopers, or
(< Great Wild Swans," frequented

Conswater ; and several were observed at the same place in

January 1849. In October 1824, " a flock of about fifty wild

swans appeared in Belfast Bay." These fine birds were frequently

seen in severe winters in the neighbouring loughs of Larne and

Strangford, as also in Lough Neagh, where the Rev. George

Robinson reports the appearance of a flock of a hundred this

winter ; and in other suitable localities all over Ireland.

That wild swans were formerly very abundant in this country

there is ample proof. Writing so long ago as the year 1589,
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Mr. Robert Payne says, in his " Brife description of Ireland,'
1

" There be great store of wild swannes,—much more plentiful

than in England."

Harris, in his History of the Co. Down, published in 1744,

says that numbers of wild swans breed in the Islands of Strang-

ford Lake. They are, even now, not uncommon in Lough
Swilly

;
visiting it, and other of the less frequented bays in

Donegal, still almost every winter. In quite recent years some

lakes in the Co. Down were visited by small flocks of these

birds. On the 17th Februaiy 1871, my friend, Mr. C. W.
Murland, of Castlewellan, told me that there was then, and had

been for some time previously, a large flock of wild swans at

Killough, Co. Down, where the agent of the property would no1

allow them to be molested, so they remained a considerable

time. Mr. Murland said there were 31 or 32 individuals in this

flock, of which 10 were cygnets. In the same month I saw

several wild swans in Leadenhall Market, London ; the poulterer

telling me that he had received a large number that season

(which was a severe one) from Norfolk. These noble birds are

distributed over all Northern Europe and America. Mr.

Lamont, M.P., in his recent book, " Yachting in the Arctic

Seas," makes frequent mention of wild geese of various kinds,

principally Bernicle and Brent Geese, but says little of the

swans, which I supposed would have been very abundant in

those regions in summer. In one of my former papers I men-

tioned on the authority of Von Baer that fifteen thousand geese

were killed by a Russian Expedition in two hunts in Nova
Zembla (as I learnt to call it in my younger days, and I find it

generally spelt ; but I bow to the authority of Mr. Lamont,

and shall for the future adopt his spelling of Novaya Zemlya).

Well : on the west coast of Novaya Zemlya, and at the 72nd

degree of north latitude, lies the region called Gooseland.

The two extremities of this part of this strange country are

called respectively, North and South Goose Capes, and behind

the former lies the comparatively secure anchorage of Goose

Haven. " Gooseland," say Mr. Lamont, "forms the western-

most part of Novaya Zemlya, and is a level plain of about fifty
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miles by twelve, lying between the mountains and the sea.

Viewed from the crow's-nest, it appeared a dreary expanse

of coarse, swampy pasture, interspersed with half frozen lakes

and ponds ; the latter swarming with geese and swans, and the

grassy meadows with reindeer, all enormously magnified by the

mirage, and appearing as if close to the shore, whereas miles of

impracticable marsh intervened. A long line of low dark hills,

now nearly clear of snow, and running north and south, or

parallel to the sea, formed the background :" and he adds,

speaking of the prospect from their anchorage;—" anything more

frightfully gloomy and desolate could not be imagined." This

was on 1 2th June, 1869. On 20th July in the following year,

Mr. Lamont writes :
" We were abreast of Gooseland, now a

tract of emerald green meadows sloping gently to the sea. In

the background we could just trace the dark wall of hills, and

with a glass from the crow's-nest could see the vast plain dot-

ted with reindeer, and here and there lakes and ponds full of

swans and geese."

In a lengthened account of those islands, and of Spitzbergen,

Mr. Lamont makes but few other allusions to seeing any wild

swans, but speaks of their being abundant in the Island of Kolguev,

where Samoyede hunters in the autumn sometimes kill large

numbers of them. Colonel Hawker, and more recently Mr.

Folkard, have both described as sportsmen the glories and ex-

citement of wild swan shooting
; and to the works of those

indefatigable gentlemen I must refer any of my audience who
want further information on that branch of the subject.

Mr. John Colquhoun, of Luss, in his book, li The Moor and

the Loch;" Dr. Saxby, in his "Birds of Shetland;" and Mr.

Robert Gray, in his " Birds of the West of Scotland ;" all speak

of the wild swans : the first named author, of their appearance

on the larger fresh water Scotch lakes ; the second, in the

Orkneys and Shetlands ; and the last, in the western islands

generally, but particularly in the outer Hebrides : and I shall

quote briefly from the two latter. Dr. Saxby gives an interest-

ing description of a Hooper, which was captured by a poor

Shetlander, and kept by him two years, in which time it became
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strongly attached to some members of his family, and to his

pony, which it followed about everywhere.

This was a most interesting pet. After some little time spent

in captivity, it became so tame as to be allowed complete liberty,

when it spent much of its time in the sea. " After about two

years," Dr. Saxby concludes, 11
it had become so tame that its

wing feathers were permitted to grow ;—-a sad mistake, for one

evening in spring, at which time the flocks were returning

northwards, it disappeared and was never seen more

It was mentioned as a remarkable fact, that only the day pre-

vious to the swan's disappearance, a visitor had, while looking

at it, strongly urged its owner to send it south, where he would

be sure to receive a handsome price for it." On Dr. Saxby

asking his informant whether she seriously believed that the

bird's departure was owing to its having heard what had passed,

she merely shook her head and replied, "Weel, no just that

;

but wha can tell ? It was odious sing'lar, at ony rate !"

Mr. Gray says that the Hooper "generally arrives in the

outer Hebrides in November, although in some years earlier. . .

On Loch Bee, in South Uist, which is never known to be

frozen over, they are especially numerous in severe weather, as

many as four hundred having been seen there in one flock.

This lake is quite shallow at the north-western extremity, and

affords the birds ample feeding ground, so that it becomes a

general rendezvous for many weeks. They are not much mo-

lested, as unless the birds are very near the shore when fired at,

it is almost impossible to capture any that may be wounded,

the lake being several miles in circumference, and deep and

cold enough to deter any ordinary human retriever, even after

getting fairly under weigh. Five minutes experience in Loch

Bee would convince the bravest man or dog that a wounded

swan there might as well be in the Minch. About the middle

of April the noble congregation breaks up into detachments,

and after much sounding of bugles, summoning the feathered

hosts into the air, they soon get into their line of flight, and are

afterwards seen at a great height steering for their northern

home."
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Mr. Gray mentions in detail several other of their haunts,

which I need not now enumerate
; and he relates that a wild

swan, that was caught and pinioned, has lived on Loch Guirm
in Islay for over thirty years.

On the mainland of Scotland, nocks occur regularly in various

districts.
u Numbers appear in Loch Lomond, especially in

severe winters ; and it is still more common at Lochwinnoch

in Renfrewshire, where about fifty tame swans are kept. . . . .

Attracted by these birds the wild swans often alight in parties

of six or eight, and are soon recognised by their alertness and

inferior size."

I have seen the fine fleet of tame swans to which Mr. Gray

alludes, at Lochwinnoch, the property of Henry Harvey, Esq.,

of Castle Sera pie, and never saw swans to more advantage.

Mr. St. John has recorded seeing nearly three hundred swans

in the bay of Findhorn, in Morayshire, and says that when they

all rose in a cloud at but a short distance from him, they pre-

sented a magnificent sight while on wing.

I suppose there is a larger number of swans now kept on the

Thames, from about Kew Bridge up, than any other place in

these countries. These on the Thames are the property of Her
Majesty the Queen, and of two of the great London companies

or guilds,—the Vintners' Company and the Dyers' Company.

Ten or twelve years ago, these three proprietors owned about

seven hundred swans on the Thames. Mr. Yarrell gives a num-
ber of most interesting particulars about old laws and customs

relating to swans, some of which are still kept up. The earliest

legislation that he mentions with regard to swans, goes back to

the year 1483, and the reign of Edward the Fourth, nearly four

hundred years ago. At that time, and long subsequently, no

one who did not possess a certain amount of freehold property

was permitted to keep any swans. The punishment for taking

or stealing a swan's egg was imprisonment for a year and a day,

and a fine at the King's pleasure. The King appointed a king's

swanherd ;
and each person or company authorised to keep

swans had the right of appointing a swanherd to look after them;

but they could not appoint a new swanherd without the king's
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swanherd's license ; and every swanherd on the stream was

bound to attend upon the king's swanherd upon being sum-

moned, or suffer fine for non-attendance. The swans belonging

to the different owners were publicly marked with what were

called swan marks, cut on the bills of the birds with a sharp

instrument. Mr. Yarrell figures sixteen of these swan marks.

On the first Monday in August in each year, the ancient '

custom is, I believe, still kept up, of the two companies named
proceeding up the Thames with the royal swanherd's man, and

their own swanherds and assistants, for the purpose of catching

and marking all the cygnets of the year.

From a different source* I learn that by old swan laws, many
of which are still unrepealed, a swan was regarded as a Royal

bird, as a sturgeon is a Royal fish ; and all swans in the United

Kingdom, which are not the defined property of individuals,

belong to the Queen.

All swans not marked and at large may be seized for the

Queen's use. If a male and female swan, belonging to different

owners, pair and bring forth a young brood, the cygnets belong

to, and must be divided equally between, the owners of the parent

birds.

If swans hatch a brood upon land other than the property

of their owners, the proprietor of the land has a right to one

third of the brood, for his sufferance in permitting them to re-

main undisturbed.

Swan marks are not legal- without a grant ; but the owner of

a swan mark may transfer it by deed to another.

Some of the peasantry in both Ireland and Scotland have

superstitious feelings about wild swans. The late Dr. Ball of

Dublin, mentioned seeing a flock of twenty-seven on a lake in

the County Mayo, and he could not persuade any of the fowlers

to shoot one of them
;
as it was believed in the district that

something dreadful had happened to a man that shot a swan.

Mr. Gray mentions that a few years ago a wounded swan re-

mained throughout the summer on Loch Bee, in Uist, where

* "The wild Fowler," by H. C. Folkard, Esq.
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it attracted much attention by its continued loud and melancholy

cries : and he adds :

—"An old crone, in telling me about this

bird, reiterated her conviction that it was the ghost of her

grandmother who had met with a violent death about sixty

years previously."

There are two species of wild swan known to visit Ireland

regularly, and of these Mr. Thompson considered Bewick's swan

to be of the most frequent occurrence. I shall conclude this

notice of the swans by mentioning that Mr. Thompson has

recorded an instance where a flock of about eighty wild swans

appeared in Belfast Bay, where they remained some days.

The numerous and important family of the Ducks now claim

attention. This family is divided by some into two sub-families

— ist, the surface ducks, including the teal, wigeon, and others
;

and, 2nd, the ocean or diving ducks, the latter being further

sub-divided into three genera.

Thompson mentions twenty species of the two sub-families

that have been found in Ireland
; but of these, four are rare,

while six are so extremely rare as not to require notice in a

paper like the present.

Of the remaining ten species, the Shelldrake comes first in

order of classification
; and it also claims priority from its size

and handsome plumage, its brilliant colours being well denned,

and strongly contrasted. Though formerly occurring every

year, and appearing with great regularity in August, in this

lough, the Shelldrake must now be of rather rare occurrence

here. True enough, my own opportunties for such observations

are not very numerous, but during many years I have only

once seen a small flock of shclldrakes in this bay. Unfortu-

nately, I did not note the date at the time, but think it was about

March 1867 or 1868, that I saw seven or eight of them on the

banks, a little below the Sydenham station on the Holywood

railway. Thompson mentions numerous instances of small

flocks, and other instances of flocks of 70, 100, and even 200

having been seen in this bay. These birds, like the puffins,

hatch their young in holes under ground, whence they are

called
u burrow ducks f but they always use rabbit burrows for
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this purpose, never excavating their own as the puffins do.

They formerly bred at the Kinnegar, Holywood, on the larger

Copeland Island, and in other places not very distant in both this

and the adjoining county ; but are not now to be found nidifying

in any adjacent locality that I know of.

The Shelldrake is abundant, and indigenous, in suitable locali-

ties on the mainland and western isles of Scotland, as also in the

Orkneys
;
but, strange to say, is almost unknown in Shetland.

These strikingly handsome birds are easily domesticated
;

becoming, with a little attention, confident, attached and fami-

liar, and they are a very attractive addition to the poultry yard

or to ornamental waters.

Another beautiful bird, the Pintail Duck, sometimes called

the Lady Duck from its graceful shape and attractive plumage,

requires a passing notice. This bird is but sparingly distri-

buted over the country : the only instance of its capture that

has come under my own notice was late in March 1862
;

when a pair, male and female, were shot at the end of the

Kinnegar, Holywood, by the late Mr. John Power, of that

town. Hearing of the strange birds, I went with the late

Captain Stackpoole, to whom Power had given them, to see

them, taking Yarrell's book with me to assist in their identi-

fication. We found the birds figured very accurately in Yarrell,

and we compared, point by point, the specimens on the table

with the minute description given by the learned and accom-

plished author named. Captain Stackpoole was very much pleased

at getting such a handsome pair of rare birds, and said several

times, as the description proceeded, " I'll get them stuffed
;
oh,

yes, I'll get them stuffed !" and again, when some other point

was brought out, "I shall most certainly have them stuffed!"

But when I read from Yarrell, that " this species is one of the

best of our various ducks for the table
;
the flesh is excellent

and in great esteem," the gallant captain changed his tone im-

mediately : exclaiming, with strongly marked emphasis, li Ha !

I'll stuff myself with them !"

The Pintail occurs more sparingly on either the mainland or

islands of Scotland than it does in this country
; but is com-

E
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moner in England, particularly in Dorsetshire and Hamp-
shire, where it is called the " Sea Pheasant," on account, I

suppose, of its long tail. I have seen them in poulterers' shops

in Courtrai, Belgium, and learnt that they are not uncommon
in that neighbourhood. In parts of North America the Pintail

is very abundant. All the writers on ornithology to whose

works I have access, speak of this duck in terms of admiration :

Audubon saying, in his own charming way, " There seems to

be a kind of natural modesty in it which you do not find in

other ducks."

I now come to notice three species of this family, the Wild

Duck, the Wigeon, and the Teal, which are so common and

generally known that I have nothing new to say about any of

them
;
yet there is much of interest to be said that may be new

to some of my hearers.

All three species are found in the bay, none of them however

in anything like the same numbers as formerly ; the Wigeon,

now, as then, greatly preponderating in numbers. It is in fact

essentially a marine species, frequenting the sea in preference to

fresh water ; while the reverse is the case with the two others.

All three species are, when in full mature plumage, extremely

handsome, the .plumage of the male bird especially exhibiting

a most attractive and striking variety of colours. The brilliancy

of the plumage is soon lost in preserved specimens, and those

who have never seen the birds when alive or freshly killed can

hardly conceive how soon it begins to fade.

I never saw Wild Duck and Teal to more advantage than one

day late in February last, that I was accompanying my friend

Mr. Emerson Herdman on a day's snipe shooting through some

bogs near Lifford, Co. Donegal. We watched, long and closely,

the flight of what is generally called a "flock," but of which

the fowler's correct term is a "spring," of teal. Their airy light-

ness and activity on wing were astonishing : one moment they

were flying upwind in close order and pretty near the ground,

and the next the flock would break and scatter in the wildest

disorder ; some flying high into the air, others scattering out to

both sides, like a cloud of dry withered leaves before an autumn
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blast ; while some few sought the earth, only to take wing again

in a moment, and join their companions in a rapid flight down-

wind, during which the whole body would again close ranks
;

then swooping down, and stretching out their line of flight as if

all going to alight together, some fresh impulse would seize

them, and they were off to repeat the evolution again and again,

each time slightly varied in form, before they finally alighted,

greatly spread out, on the edge of a large sheet of water, where

a river, running through the valley, had overflowed its banks.

A few of them again took wing, and flying high over our heads, a

beautiful specimen was shot and secured.

I have seen the Teal but rarely in Belfast Lough, its pre-

ference being decidedly for fresh water: numbers of them frequent

the lakes at Ballydrain, Hillsborough, Dromedaragh and other

similar places
;
and in such localities it has been remarked that,

when free for a time from the persecution that is sure to await

it in open waters, this handsome little bird, the smallest of

the British ducks, soon becomes familiar. The Teal also fre-

quents bogs and rivers
; it is now but seldom observed on the

exposed open waters of the bay, except when frozen out of its

more favourite haunts.

Very different was the case some years ago
;
when, according

to Thompson, about a hundred were seen in a flock on the bay

in the winter of 1849-50 ; and the wild fowl shooters said even

then that they were not nearly so numerous as in former years,

when four to five hundred were not unfrequently seen in a

flock together during severe frost. In the winter of 1837-38,

which is the period particularly referred to, on one occasion

fifty were procured at one discharge of a swivel gun.

In the bay Wild Ducks are less numerous than Wigeon, but

more so than Teal
;
and, like the latter bird, their numbers in-

crease greatly during hard weather. The reclamation of the slob

lands on both sides is one of several causes to which the great

decrease in the numbers of wild fowl now frequenting the Lough
is to be attributed

;
but the draining and improvement of the

country generally has also a good deal to do with it. Still, go
out on the lough any day in winter, the colder the day the

better, and you will see Wild Ducks, but only at a distance.
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The geographical position of these islands has a good deal

to do with making them such a favourite haunt of wild fowl.

The numerous bays and estuaries with which the coasts of

the United Kingdom are indented, offer an almost unlimited

extent of suitable feeding ground for the marine species ; and the

lakes and bogs in this country and in Scotland offer similar

inducements to those varieties that are more partial to fresh

water. But the great extent of fen-land, now reclaimed, that was

formerly to be found in some of the Eastern Counties of Eng-

land, particularly in Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire, was the

favoured resort of almost countless myriads of wild-fowl, and was

a perfect paradise for the fowler.

Large numbers of wild fowl, principally Ducks and Wigeon,

were shot by the punt gunners on the coasts ; but by far the

greatest numbers of these birds that were procured were cap-

tured in contrivances called decoys, of which I shall endeavour

to give a short description by and by. As an illustration of the

abundance of wild fowl, and of the value of a decoy to its pro-

prietor, I may mention that in one in Essex ten thousand head

of Wild Ducks, Wigeon, and Teal were taken in one season
;

and in others from two to four hundred head of Ducks have

frequently been taken in a single day. The profits arising from

a good decoy in a favourable season was considerable
;
and Mr.

Folkard, who is my principal authority on this subject, mentions

instances of decoys yielding from ^500 to £800 nett annual profit

to their proprietors. In Lincolnshire the decoy men were

formerly willing to contract to deliver all their capture of Ducks

to dealers in Boston at tenpence a couple ! And, within Mr.

Folkard's own knowledge, " wild fowl were sometimes so abun-

dant, and such numbers captured, that the Essex and Norfolk

decoyers were glad to sell wild ducks at one shilling per pair."

The most graphic description that I have seen of the Fens

as they were is to be found in the late Canon Kingsley's " Here-

ward the Wake," to which book I refer any of my hearers that

want further information on the subject. On the attractions

and fascinations of Wild Duck shooting Mr. Folkard discourses

long and ably ; but I must content myself now to dismiss the
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subject as one foreign to my present purpose, by borrowing from

him a quotation from an old author who says—"Wild Duck
shooting is a first rate sport, and Wild Duck eating a most

agreeable undertaking."

The Wigeon next claims our attention. This handsome,

and, from its numbers, really valuable species, was formerly

extremely abundant in Belfast Lough, and in the neighbouring

Loughs of Larne and Strangford. From their comparative

quiet, it is more abundant in the two latter than in the former,

where, however, it is still found in very considerable numbers,

and generally speaking from about September to March, the

times of arrival and departure varying somewhat with the

season. In my numerous winter boating excursions in former

years I have often seen the Wigeon to great advantage and in

large numbers
; so frequently, indeed, as to render any detailed

mention of the times unnecessary. My last note of seeing any

is that on the evening of 19th March last, after several days of

severe storms and some heavy falls of snow, I saw a "company"
of about eighty to one hundred Wigeon, near the Kinnegar,

Holywood. The birds were tame, and tired after the gale ; for

they allowed themselves to drift in on the flowing tide, and with

the strong wind, till they were not. more than eighty to a

hundred yards from the shore ; and then they would take wing

and fly about sixty or eighty yards farther out to sea and

alight, only to drift back again in a few minutes. They took

three such short flights within ten minutes. In returning from

my walk, when it was getting quite dark, they were still there
;

but on the following evening, which was perfectly calm, there

was not a bird to be seen.

Before the introduction of the swivel-gun, which certainly

must share, with the other " improvements" already named,

the responsibility of the diminished numbers of wild-fowl that

visit this Lough, Wigeon were often shot by persons who con-

cealed themselves in barrels, which were sunk in the mud
banks at certain distances apart, for the purpose. A miserable

" sport " this must have been on a cold night ; and it was

followed less for pleasure than for profit, many persons making
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a regular vocation of wild-fowl shooting in that primitive

manner, some forty or fifty years ago. The introduction of the

swivel-gun, a most formidable engine of destruction, put an end

to the more primitive barrel shooting ; and this will not be

wondered at, and will also show how numerous the birds were,

when I tell you, on the authority of Mr. Thompson, that one

wild-fowl shooter killed 336 birds, Barnacle, Teal, Wigeon and

Wild Ducks, in Belfast Lough in one night with his swivel-gun.

Of wild-fowl thus killed in this and the two adjoining loughs,

Wigeon have always been the most numerous. Mr. George

Johnston, of Glynn, has told me of killing over ninety Wigeon

in Larne Lough, by one discharge of his swivel-gun.

As I am not following any particular order in this paper, I

shall next briefly notice the Pochard, more commonly called in

England the Dun-bird, and here, locally, the Red-headed

Wigeon. This is one of the ocean or diving ducks, and is almost

the only one of them that is good for the table. It is found

every winter in Belfast Lough, but in comparatively limited

numbers ; and I mention it principally to introduce, in con-

nection with the short description of a decoy that I intend

giving, a brief account of an ingenious contrivance called the

flight pond, used for capturing Dun-birds, as these birds will

not allow themselves to be taken in a decoy.

A decoy is thus constructed :—In the midst of a district where

wild fowl abound, a natural pond or small lake is taken, or an

artificial one is formed. The size of this varies greatly, under

different circumstances, but experience has shown that one of

two to four acres in extent is generally the best size. Such a

pond must occupy a very quiet, sequestered site in the midst of

of a good wild-fowl country. The sides of the pond itself must

be partly surrounded with reeds and long grasses, and these

again by plantations of trees and bushes of sufficient extent to

isolate the decoy from the noise and disturbance of the outer

world. In such a place, offering apparently undisturbed and

perfect security to its feathered visitors, several, often five or

six, curving arms are dug out at different parts of the circum-

ference of the lake. These curving arms are generally from six
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or eight to about eighteen inches deep at the entrance, where

they are about twenty feet or more wide, narrowing as they get

nearer the end of the arm farthest from the pond. These curv-

ing arms, technically called pipes, are about sixty to eighty

yards long, and are covered all over with an arched netting, to

prevent the birds escaping by flight once they are in the pipe.

This netting, twelve or fourteen feet high at the entrance of

the pipe, tapers down as the pipe narrows towards its upper

end, where it terminates in a narrow netting, of about two feet

in height, and the same diameter, on the dry ground at the

extremity of the dug out arm.

On the outer, or convex side of the curve, a number of reed

screens are placed, for the decoy man to conceal himself behind,

until the birds are fairly within the pipe. When he shows

himself, they swim up the pipe to escape him, not being able

from the curve in it, to see the other and closed end of it till

too late. When the birds, thus entrapped, have reached the end

of the water in the pipe, they go out on the land under the

narrow tunnel net that terminates it : this is hooked off from

the other part of the netting, and then the birds are all as it

were in a bag ; from which the fowler, taking them singly at

his leisure, remorselessly wrings their necks, hooks the moveable

end of the funnel net into its place again, and is ready to begin

operations afresh. The way that the birds are first enticed to

enter the pipe is by the use of decoy ducks, which are half or

at least partially tame, and remain always in the decoy pond,

where they are regularly fed by the decoy man, whom they

learn to know, and to whose whistle, which they have learnt to

associate with supplies of food, they always attend.

Suppose, then, the decoy man from behind his screen sees a

number of wild birds in the pond, he calls his decoy ducks,

which swim towards the spot—invariably the entrance to one of

the pipes—from whence the sound came. They are followed by

a number of the wild birds ; and these, finding corn floating on

the water about the decoy pipe, enter it to look for more
;
or,

once led to or at the mouth of the pipe, they are often induced

to enter it by their curiosity to see more closely the antics of
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the decoyer's dog, which is called a piper, and which is trained

to show himself here and there, and to play and skip about in

an apparently frolicsome manner, never barking, and carefully

watching the birds all the time, until he has enticed them suf-

ficiently far up the pipe for the decoy man to show himself and

cut off their retreat.

The flight pond, which as already stated is a contrivance for

capturing the Pochard, is often constructed and worked in

conjunction with a decoy, as the first elements necessary to

the success of either are the same in both ; I mean a quiet,

sequestered locality, in a suitable and well-stocked wild-fowl

district. The Pochard, or Dun-bird is extremely cunning and

suspicious, and is rarely captured in a decoy ;
for although

these birds may sometimes be enticed a short way into the pipe
;

they take alarm, and when the fowler shows himself they

make their escape back to the open water of the pond, by

diving past him. It must have been very aggravating to the

owners of, and fowlers employed at, decoys to see the numbers

of Dun-birds that frequented their ponds, but never allowed

themselves to be captured. The Dun-bird has shorter wings

for its size, and, being a diving duck, its legs are placed farther

back than in the true ducks. Hence it cannot rise almost per-

pendicularly from the water, as Ducks and Teal can
;
but, on

taking wing, its ascent is more laboured and gradual. Observing

this, and observing further that the Dun-birds, like most wild

fowl, always rose against the wind, some one thought of the

contrivance of a very large and strong netting, stretched on a

frame, on immense poles working on pivots in posts fixed in

the ground to receive them. The butt ends of these poles are

weighted, so that when the stretched-out net, lying horizontally,

is wanted to be brought into use, by the withdrawal of a pin or

trigger the weights are allowed to exercise their force, and they

bring the large framework, with the net stretched on it, into a

perpendicular position. At what would be the bottom of the

net, when in the perpendicular position, a number of small

enclosures, called pens, were constructed.

We will now suppose one of these flight ponds, with four

such nets fastened down horizontally, to be visited by a large
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flight of Dun-birds. The fowler watches , their movements for

a time, and then proceeds to work. Having learnt by observa-

tion and experience what direction they will take on rising, he

stations himself at whichever of the nets he knows will inter-

cept their flight, and sends one or two assistants to the part of

the pond opposite to that, to flush the birds. These rise from

the water in a great body, and then is the critical moment for

the fowler to draw the trigger, when the ponderous frame and

net rise slowly in the air, and the great rush of birds, flying

against it, fall helplessly into the pens below, where they are

speedily despatched by the fowler and his assistants. I borrow

these particulars of the flight pond, greatly curtailed, and really

not doing the subject proper justice, from Mr. Folkard's " Wild

Fowler ;" and this author adds :
" From five to six hundred

Dun-birds at a 1 drop ' was formerly considered but a moderate

capture
; and to break the necks of every bird in that number,

would occupy three experienced men but twenty minutes."

This is the briefest description of a decoy, and again of a flight-

pond, that I could possibly give ; and I hope that I have suc-

ceeded in making myself understood.

The Golden Eye Duck, and the Tufted Duck, are both found

in the bay in winter, sometimes in tolerable numbers
;
but, so

far as I have been able to observe, the latter is the more

common in the bay, while the former is more partial to fresh

water
;

large numbers annually visiting Lough Neagh. Of
Tufted Ducks I have noted seeing as many as 200 in the Lough,

in a paddling together, when I was out boating on 21st

January, 1 871 ; and I saw a good number of them about the

middle of the Lough, half way between Cultra and Greenisland,

on 19th February 1873. This was a fine calm day ; but the

other day mentioned was very much the reverse, wet, stormy,

and bitterly cold. On 15th February last, (1876) there was a

small company of thirty or forty, close in to the Railway em-

bankment, about half way between Belfast and Whitehouse,

and they swam off" rapidly as the train passed, making a broad

wake in the smooth shallow water. I have on different

occasions seen both species to great advantage on the lake in
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Clandeboye demesne. The Golden Eye is common on the fresh

water Scotch Lakes, and the art of stalking these wary birds is

very minutely described by Mr. Colquhoun, in " The Moor and

the Loch." This author says the Golden Eye is a great delicacy

for the table ;
while the Rev. George Robinson, who read a

paper on the " Birds of Lough Neagh " to the Field Naturalists'

Club on the 8th March 1876, said that for table purposes it is

the worst of all the ducks—rather a difference of opinion, which

want of experience precludes me from attempting to settle.

The Long Tailed Duck is quite a rare species here, the only

note I have of its appearance in Belfast Lough is, that on 6th

March 1869, I shot one of a pair which I fell in with about

half or three quarters of a mile from the land, off Craigavad.

Mr. Thompson mentions its occasional occurrence here. It is a

very beautiful species. It is generally distributed over northern

Europe
;
and is so partial to the coldest weather, that Yarrell

says it seldom comes south, till frozen out of its more usual

haunts
;
hence, as might be expected, it is commonest here in

the most severe weather. Mr. Robert Gray, in his " Birds of

the West of Scotland," a book which I am sure is as reliable as

it is charming, adds much to our previous knowledge of this

species. Mr. Gray says

—

u In the winter season, from October

till March, it is very common in the Sound of Harris in the

outer Hebrides, and is likewise met with in considerable numbers

off the coasts of Skye, Mull, and Islay
; but southward of the

last named island, its occurrence is extremely irregular and un-

certain." Mr. Gray gives a lengthened and interesting de-

scription of this species—the Ice Duck or Northern Hareld, as it

is often called ; and a correspondent of his, Mr. Graham, gives

an extremely graphic account of their appearance at lona. I

much regret that time will not permit me to quote from Mr.

Gray's admirable and spirited description of this bird ;
but

that it is pretty abundant in some parts of Scotland is manifest

from the facts he mentions of local names being given to it. Its

peculiar cry has obtained for it, (says Mr, Graham,) the Gaelic

name of " Lach Bhinn " or the musical duck ; and again, the

whimsical name " Coal and candle light," or more correctly,
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"Coal an' can'le licht," for (says Mr. Gray) "it speaks with a

good Scotch accent. The resemblance of the cry to these

words," he adds, " when heard within a short distance, is quite

remarkable."

Of the Ducks that visit this Lough regularly and commonly

there now remain to be noticed only two species, the Scaup

Duck and the common Scoter. Both are uninteresting birds,

almost valueless for the table, owing to their coarse, dark coloured

flesh and fishy flavour ; and they are only remarkable from the

enormous numbers in which they are found frequenting the

bay, particularly its northern (County Antrim) side during the

winter months, say from October till March. The Scoters are

either more numerous now than they were in Mr. Thompson's

time, or else he was not aware of the numbers that visit this bay,

where it is no exaggeration to say that I have seen acres of

water covered with them. This day (25th March 1876) I saw

two small companies of them
; one in the morning about 200

yards outside of the railway embankment, not far from Holy-

wood. The tide was in, and they were swimming. The other,

or perhaps it was the same company again, I saw flying in a

compact body past Cultra quay down the lough in the afternoon.

The next day (26th March 1876) I saw, and watched for some

time through a telescope, a small paddling of these birds about

300 to 400 yards from the shore a short distance below Cultra

quay. The day was fine, the water smooth, and the birds

busily engaged diving, I suppose for food. My friend Mr. J.

W. Valentine had frequently written and told me of the im-

mense numbers of these birds that frequent the County Antrim

shore of the bay, from about Macedon to Carrickfergus, the

flocks apparently allowing themselves to be drifted inwards and

again outwards by the flowing or ebbing tide. I have seen two

or three paddlings of Scoters and Scaup Ducks in view at one

time, each body of birds consisting of several thousand indi-

viduals. On 4th February 1875, my friend Mr. J. R. T. Mul-

holland considered there could not have been less than one

hundred thousand birds in the enormous flocks that he saw off

Whiteabbey, and as far as the eye could reach down the
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County Antrim shore that morning. The noise that one of

these great bodies of birds makes on rising from the water

is surprising ; I can only compare it to the roar of a large

waterfall when heard from a short distance. When one of

these immense companies of birds, on being approached in a

boat, takes to flight, only the part of the flock nearest the boat

rises first, and the movement extends gradually to the farthest

end of the paddling, the birds that have first risen flying above

and overlapping the others, so that the part of the flock nearest

the approaching boat have flown over the heads of all their fel-

lows, and sometimes far beyond them, before the last of the

flock rises ; the birds seeming not to think of rising till they

find themselves nearest to the object whence danger may be

apprehended. Both species, Scaups and Scoters, are most

expert divers
;
and, although they fly well too, the commence-

ment of their flight is heavy. Several hundred pair of wings

threshing the water together, in a simultaneous effort to raise

their bodies into the air, produce a thundering noise that one

who had never heard it could hardly think possible.

The Scaup Duck is locally called " Black Wigeon," and the

Scoter, " Black Duck." The former I have occasionally seen

on fresh water ; and it is said by the Rev. George Robinson to

be a regular frequenter of Lough Neagh, but only in moderate

numbers ; the latter is essentially a marine species. I myself

have never seen it on fresh water, although some rare instances

have been recorded of its occurrence inland. Both species are

familiar to me during many years of mid-winter boating excur-

sions in the lough ; and I am inclined to think that while the

Scaup Duck often feeds, as does the Wigeon, on the banks left

tare by the ebbing tide, the Scoters seem to get their food

exclusively by diving to the bottom in search of it. Of course
?

smooth and clear water greatly facilitates their diving operations;

and it is to this fact that I mainly attribute the bird's preference

for the County Antrim side of the bay, which the westerly and

north-westerly winds (which it is well known are the most pre-

valent here) generally cause to be the most sheltered side. I

have occasionally remarked large flocks of birds in near the
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County Down side during strong southerly and south-easterly

winds.

The Scaup Ducks are but little molested, and the Scoters are

not molested at all, by the wild-fowl shooters ;
hence I account

for the fact of their being at least as numerous in this lough

now as in Thompson's time.

I alluded on a former occasion to the great abundance of the

Scoter off the Belgian and Dutch coasts in winter, where I have

often seen them in thousands at a time.

Passing now over the three intermediate families of the

Divers, the Auks, and the native representatives of the Pelicans,

which have been described in my former papers, we come to

the Gulls, which naturalists have agreed in placing last in order

among the birds.

The graceful, active, and pretty Terns, whose light airy

movements and frequent little cry are well known to most sea-

side residents, require a passing notice. Four species of the

Tern, or Sea Swallow, locally called Pirr, or Purr, are tolerably

common here during summer and autumn
; and at least two

species of them formerly bred in considerable numbers, and still

do in limited numbers, on the outer of the three Copeland

Islands, at the entrance of this bay. This, the so-called Mew
Island, is uninhabited, but is easy of access from the neigh-

bouring islands or from the mainland
; and the poor birds were

greatly harassed during their season of incubation, they them-

selves being so shot at, and their nests so continually robbed,

that they were almost forced away from this their once favourite

resort. Considerable numbers, however, still visit us in the

autumn. I have often seen them, when in the dusk of the

evening I was returning from a day's fishing in the lough,

flitting like shadows silently through the increasing gloom,

towards the Copeland Islands for the night. The early dawn
again sees them scattering over the bay, and never have I seen

nature,— air, sea and sky, look more lovely than from the deck

of a yacht at early dawn, upon a fine calm autumn morning,

these beautiful little creatures winging their silent flight past us,

in the rosy light of the new day
;
while the sea, smooth as a
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mirror, reflecting back their forms, was dotted here and there

as far as the eye could reach, with the Razor-bills and Guil-

lemots ;
whose young, swimming near them repeating their

frequent little plaintive cry, to which the parent birds replied

with a louder and hoarser note, added another charm and

interest to the scene. .

Every one knows the Sea-Gulls, of which Mr. Thompson has

recorded about sixteen species as Irish ; but of these only six or

seven occur sufficiently often to be regarded as regular fre-

quenters of the Lough, and to this half dozen or so I shall

confine my few concluding remarks. Of these, the Black-

headed, the Kittiwake, and the Herring Gulls are the com-

monest of all. The Lesser and Greater Black-backed Gulls

are less abundant ; the so called Common Gull still less so, and

the Glaucous Gull rarer still.

The Black-headed Gull is very common, and may be seen

daily on our shores, often in considerable numbers. This species

flies far inland, and is often seen, in company with Rooks,

following the plough to pick up the worms that may be ex-

posed with the freshly turned up furrows. The breeding

haunts of this species, of which Thompson mentions several,

are generally situate on islands in inland lakes
; whence they

spread over the whole interior of the country. Mr. Thompson
mentions seeing above a thousand of them at one time at

Lough Neagh.

The Kittiwake is more essentially a marine species
;

it is also

very common in the bay, and is found breeding in enormous

numbers at Horn Head in Donegal, on Rathlin Island, at Ailsa

Craig, &c.

The Herring Gull, a larger bird than the two others named,

is also common in the bay. It and the Lesser Black-backed are

both to be found—the former in considerable numbers—breed-

ing on the Gobbin cliffs, not far beyond Carrickfergus, in this

county, as well as in much larger numbers in more suitable

localities, such as Horn Head. The Greater Black-backed Gull,

in its mature plumage is a splendid looking bird, of great

expanse of wing j and its great power renders it a formidable
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enemy. It has often been observed swooping down, like a

hawk, on a flock ofWigeon, and carrying a bird off ; and it

was quite a common occurrence for one to swoop down, after

the discharge of a large gun, into a flock of Wild Ducks or even

Brent Geese, and carry off a dead or wounded bird. I have

never seen this fine species to such advantage as on the 7th

January 1871, when driving round the coast fromLarne to Red
Bay with Mr. J. W. Valentine, several individuals of them

were observed. Although the day was clear and bright, the

hills were covered with snow, and as the birds flew leisurely

round in wide circles, their great size and jetty plumage made

them most striking objects against the white background of the

winter landscape. Indeed from their size—they measure over

five feet from tip to tip of their extended wings—they are

always most conspicuous objects where they appear. They are

more common about both the mainland and the islands of

Scotland than in this country
;
being mentioned as frequenters

of, and constant residents in, those localities by Dr. Saxby and

Mr. Gray. The Greater Black-backed Gulls closely resemble

some of the birds of prey in their habits. From some of their

breeding haunts they regularly make expeditions over a wide

expanse of hill and dale to look for dead sheep, or other carrion,

on which they prey. They even attack and destroy weak
lambs

; and are often seen skimming along a mountain side,

after the manner of a hawk, looking for young rabbits and

hares, or grouse, to the eggs and young of which they are

very destructive
;
quite as much so, in the opinion of some

experienced gamekeepers, as are the hawks themselves. These

birds are regarded with great dislike by the inhabitants of St.

Kilda, as they destroy a large quantity of the eggs and young
of their weaker neighbours

;
and if ever a Greater Black-backed

Gull be captured by the St. Kildians they give vent to their

deadly hatred of the species by putting their captive to death

with every cruelty and barbarity that they can devise. Dr.

Saxby mentions seeing three of these birds attack and kill a

wounded Golden Eye Duck, which endeavoured, but failed, to

escape by diving
;
and it has been known to rob even that bold

and powerful bird the Cormorant of its prey.
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The Glaucous Gull, or the Burgomaster, as it is called in

some parts, is fully equal to the last species in size, and is of

similar habits, but different plumage, being nearly all white.

It occurs but very rarely here. Mr. Gray says this species is

of more frequent occurrence on the east than on the west coast

of Scotland, and thus describes their appearance there on one

occasion :
" This bird is associated in my mind with at least one

vivid picture of a wild sea. On the iron-bound coasts of Ber-

wickshire—fatal to many a gallant ship—I witnessed some years

ago a terrible tempest raging, spreading destruction and death :

sea and sky were mingled in one dark, drizzling mass, and all

else blotted out save a foreground of rocks on which the broken

waves were crashing with the noise of artillery, and from which

clouds of spray were rolling landwards like wreaths of smoke

from a battlefield. Against the background of sea and cloud

there appeared a Burgomaster Gull and a small band of kins-

men—the snow-white parts of their plumage appearing like

specks on the pitch-like neutral tint—best understood by those

that paint the ' war of elements.' With a free sweep the

splendid birds seemed to rejoice in the tumult beneath, calling

to one another in loud, hoarse shouts as, after a moment's

suspense, they dashed across the gloom. From a peaceful-

looking Gull they had each become like a storm-demon, hovering

at times in the dark cloud, and presiding over the troubled sea,

their very presence forming an essential element in the picture.

Such is their life !"

Here my paper might properly enough close
;
but, before

sitting down, I wish to take this opportunity of mentioning a

most interesting and enjoyable visit paid last autumn, in com-

pany of my friend Mr. John Herdman, to one of the principal

colonies of sea fowl in Ireland, and one which has been men-

tioned more than once in the course of this paper. I refer to

Horn Head, in Donegal. The peninsula, locally called the

" island," of the Horn has a sea front of several miles of most

magnificent cliffs, rising in some places to a height of over 700

feet sheer up from the ocean. These cliffs are divided here and

there by deep indentations and bays, with steep and quite inac-
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cessible rugged and grassy slopes towards the ocean. The base

of the cliffs is pierced by numerous deep caves, frequented by

seals, and their faces are terraced out and divided into an im-

mense number of ledges, which are the resort of thousands upon

thousands of sea fowl. Our visit to this wild coast was on the

nth and 12th August 1875, by which time many of the birds

had left, but myriads still remained. On the first of these days,

which was very fine and calm with a bright warm sun, we

started from Dunfanaghy in a four oared boat, and headed to-

wards the entrance of Sheephaven. We got close under the

north shore, and rowed quietly by the foot of the rocks, till,

rounding the little Horn, the grand, sublime picture of the

Horn itself burst upon our view. Our boat rose and fell with

a long gently undulating motion on the great smooth Atlantic

swell, as the crew, with the knowledge of a long row before

them, bent quietly to their oars, each few moments unfolding

some new and striking feature in the wondrous scene before

us.

The first colony of Gulls that we came to was one of the

Kittiwakes ; and the next, so far as I could make out, of Lesser

Black-backed Gulls. The Herring Gull was very abundant, as

were also the Razor-bills and Guillemots, and the Puffins.

Past the famous " Temple Brig," a fine, lofty natural arch,

standing out into the ocean, sufficiently wide for the boat to be

rowed through without the oars being drawn in, there was an

immense colony of Kittiwakes—thousands of them I should say

—-dotted in regular rows one over the other, from a short dis-

tance above the water to a great height up the face of the cliff,

the summit of which at this place, over the mouth of a deep

and gloomy cavern, overhung its base. Of Crested Cormorants

we saw a very large number, sitting on low rocks in groups of

from some eight or ten up to sixty or eighty individuals, and

swimming about, all quite tame ;
and some of this species we

saw on their nests, with their young, within the caves.

The men here call all the Gulls, indiscriminately, "White,
birds:" Razor-bills and Guillemots, " Black birds;" and Puffins,

"Red birds." The Black Guillemot, of which species I saw only
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one, they call " Red-legged Puffins." The green or crested

Cormorant is their "Scart," and the great or common Cormo-

rant simply "Cormorant." This species, the men say, does not

breed at the Horn
;
but the next day we saw many of these

birds, some of them on their nests, on and about the headland

called Marble Hill, that divides two of the inner arms of Sheep-

haven.

There were some matters in the ways of language and life

that struck me as curious about some of the people at Horn

Head. I remarked a great similarity between their accent, and

more particularly in their turns of expression, and those that

one hears in the Western Highlands of Scotland : which indi-

cate, to my mind, some affinity of race. Such questions lie

however so entirely outside the scope of this paper that I shall

make no further allusion to them ; and shall only allude to one

curious occasional episode in the life of an individual there,

compared with the utter, 'helpless solitude of which, Crusoe in

his island must have had a life of companionship and luxury.

From two points that we saw, one near the little Horn, the

other from the outermost extremity of the Horn itself, salmon

nets are spread from the shore, stretching straight out to sea,

their outer ends being secured to strong mooring buoys laid

down for the purpose. I have already mentioned the caves

that one sees all round these wild headlands, and these caves

are the abodes of a considerable number of seals. Now these

seals discovered that their easiest way to get a fish dinner, was

to go to one of the salmon nets and help themselves, a proceed-

ing that the proprietor of the fishing entirely disapproved of.

A very short distance to the east of the Horn, at the shore

end of the net spread there, the foot of the cliff, instead of de-

scending perpendicularly into the water, ends in some flat ledges

and shelves, entirely inacessible from the land side, and accessi-

ble from the sea only in the calmest weather. In a cleft in the

rock, about thirty feet above the sea level, and to which access

may be had by a rude ladder from the highest of the ledges

below, a small wooden hut has been constructed
;
indeed it does

not deserve the name of hut, for its sides are the solid rock,
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and only its roof and front are the work of man. In this den,

of two divisions, they don't deserve the name of rooms, in one

of which a man can lie down but cannot stand upright, and the

other of which is not much larger, a man armed with a musket

was placed to watch the salmon net, and to fire at the seals

whenever they showed their heads above water. Here this

individual spent several solitary consecutive weeks each year

—his sole occupation to fire at the seals ;—his largest exercise

ground not so large as this platform ;—his habitation at all

times utterly inaccessible from the land side, and only on un-

usually fine days accessible from the sea. He had a week's

spare supply of provisions, fire and candle, and he was weekly

supplied with these necessaries. On one occasion, when there

was an unusually long spell of bad weather, and it was impossi-

ble to convey his usual supplies to him, he was nearly starved

to death before he could be succoured. Day after day his sole

prospect sea and sky : plenty of willing help near, but none

available : starvation daily staring him in the face : such a

life

!

On the second day of our visit, I walked along a considerable

portion of the range of cliffs, and had a magnificent prospect

from the summit. Right and left a great portion of the north-

west coast of Ireland was in sight at one view—from Malin

Head on the east to the Bloody Foreland on the west—a stretch

of nearly forty miles. Looking seaward, Tory Island rising out

of the blue ocean, showed its dark bulk and sharp rugged out-

line against the clearer blue beyond. Twenty or thirty miles

inland, the mountain of Errigal, above 2,400 feet high, towered

like a giant among the smaller hills, and formed a fitting

background to the picture in that direction. Far below, the

illimitable ocean, with its ceaseless beat against the foot of the

cliffs, and its eternal fringe of snowy foam, even on this day of

dead calm, suggested what it might be in a winter gale. On
its now placid surface a few Gulls idly float ; the Cormorants

cruise lazily round the base of the cliffs
; the drowsy hum of

insects in the sultry air ; all suggest a rest in the noonday heat

;

and 1 was only roused from the dreamy reverie into which I had
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fallen, in admiration of the seen and reflection on the unseen,

by a voice beside me saying,

—

u
Sir, I think we'd better be going,

or Mr. John will think we are lost." But a step from the

sublime to the ridiculous ! The familiar voice recalls my
wandering senses

;
and, putting my meerschaum, with my

meditations, in my pocket, we trudge silent, hot and hungry,

back to the boat.

ALEXANDER MAVNE, PRINTER, CORPORATION STREET, BELFAST.






